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PC food services mainstay 
Janina Goszcz expresses 
gratitude to the supportive 
student body. 
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A Crusader Turned Friar: 
by Valerie Ferdon ’12
News Editor
Campus News
GOODWIN / Page 6
After being appointed Providence 
College’s Vice President of Student 
Affairs, Kristine Goodwin brought her 
family to campus for an informal visit. 
Her husband directed her to the most 
recent edition of The Cowl, where she 
proceeded to read the overwhelming 
student endorsement of Dr. Steven 
Sears, the interim vice president 
of Student Affairs and dean of 
Students, that had been printed prior 
to the announcement of the search 
committee’s decision.
“At that point, I thought to myself, 
‘Oh my gosh, they are so cold. They’re 
frigid,’” said Goodwin.
She continued to explain that 
when she later had the opportunity 
to meet Sears herself, she understood 
the students’ loyalty to their interim 
vice president.
“I don’t think the students will 
see much of a difference in Dr. Sears’ 
role because he still is the Dean of 
Students,” said Goodwin. “I hope the 
people who will see the biggest change 
are his wife and kids because he has 
been doing two jobs for too long.”
She explained that their partnership 
will enable both of them to showcase 
their individuals strengths, as well as 
those of the college as a whole.
“My job is to really focus on the 
structure and strategies, and to put 
Providence College Student Affairs on 
the map,” said Goodwin. “There are 
some really good things happening 
here that I think could be an example 
for other institutions. One of the things 
I’d like to do is give an opportunity 
for people in the division to share 
regionally and nationally through 
articles and presentations.”
Despite the first impression of 
Providence students as “cold” and 
“frigid,” after meeting student 
representatives from various 
organizations, she states, “There is a 













TED PHILLIPS ’12 / THE COWL
Kristine Goodwin, New VP of Student 
Affairs, Comes to PC from Holy Cross
Providence College accounting students were the 
winners of the PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) xTREME 
Accounting (xACT) competition, besting University of 
California–Berkeley, University of Texas–Austin, University 
of Washington, and Villanova University on the weekend of 
January 8 in New York City. The xACT competition is one 
of the two events of the xTREME games, the other being a 
taxation competition called xTAX. More than 4,400 students 
from 84 schools competed in the games, and five schools were 
named as finalists in each competition. Providence College 
has competed in the past seven xACT competitions and 
advanced to the finals two years ago. This was Providence 
College’s first national championship. 
The team, “The Consolidators” consisted of Ann C. 
Montemarano ’12, David J. Glaser ‘13, Vincent A. Travelyn, 
Amanda P. Medeiros ‘14, and Philip M. Pin ‘14. Dr. Christine 
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k Viral But Separate
Over winter break, one of our writers received a great deal of 
attention for an article she wrote for TheCollegeConservative.
com. “My Time at Walmart: Why We Need Serious Welfare 
Reform” by Christine Rousselle ’13, Assistant News Editor of 
The Cowl, went viral within 24 hours of being posted. Since 
then, Christine has received praise from the likes of Mark Levin 
and Ann Coulter, a post on Glenn Beck’s Web site, and an offer 
from The Today Show.  Congratulations are certainly in order 
for Christine’s remarkable popularity, and we are proud of 
our Assistant News Editor for writing something so critically 
acclaimed, on a topic that she is so obviously passionate about. 
Still, in light of our writer’s recent popularity, we wish to make 
The Cowl’s stance, as it relates to Christine’s work outside of our 
newspaper, clear.
The Cowl strives to remain neutral within the political 
spectrum. Our insistence on not taking sides comes from 
our commitment to approaching our news stories fairly 
and objectively. Within our more subjective sections – A&E, 
Portfolio, and Commentary – personal opinion is encouraged. 
We take pride in printing the unique opinions of our student 
body. But when it comes to reporting, our News, World, and 
Sports, writers aim to put their personal beliefs aside, and 
approach their stories from a detached perspective.
In her Cowl stories, Christine has done just that. Her articles 
are written completely bias-free, and will remain unbiased in 
future issues. Christine understands that her work outside of 
The Cowl stays outside of The Cowl, and that is the most we 
can ask of her. We congratulate her for her accomplishments 
outside of The Cowl and are proud to have such a passionate 
writer on our staff. We assure our readers that Christine’s other 
work will remain other work, so that The Cowl, especially the 
News section, may maintain its neutrality. 
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PC Film Minors Get a Taste of Hollywood
by Jeff DiLeo ’14
News Staff
Student Congress
Student Congress Back in Session
Old and New Business Discussed; Deans Address Upcoming Goals for the College
by Micaela Cameron ’13
News Staff
campus news
While most students spent their 
last week of winter break catching up 
with friends, or relaxing and watching 
movies, 11 film minors from the 
College visited California and were 
given the opportunity to go behind the 
scenes of the film industry as well as 
network with alumni. 
The PC in Hollywood program 
was started by Fr. Kenneth Gumbert, 
Department of Theatre, Dance, and 
Film. Last summer, Steve Duryea ’82, 
invited Gumbert to Hollywood to meet 
with California alumni, specifically 
those who had taken Gumbert’s classes 
at the College and were now working 
in the film industry. It was during a 
reception that Gumbert had the idea to 
bring students from PC to California in 
order to meet alumni who now work 
in Hollywood. 
Duryea came in contact with Todd 
Slater ’97, an alumnus who owns his own 
production company in Hollywood. 
Together, Duryea, Slater, Gumbert, and 
Patti Goff, associate director and College 
internship coordinator in the Office 
of Career Services, put together the 
program. Eleven students participated 
this winter.
The students began the three-day 
program with a tour of Sony Studios in 
Culver City, which was originally home 
to the MGM Studios. At the studios, the 
students saw actor Adam Sandler, who 
acknowledged the group. Next, the 
students visited the Barbra Streisand 
sound stage, which Gumbert referred 
to as “the best acoustic recording 
studio in the country.”
Students also met with producers, 
writers, directors, agents, and actors, all 
of whom discussed the nature of their 
careers. Some notable introductions 
included those with Jimmy Kimmel, 
director Mark Fusco, producer Michael 
Garrity, actor Eric Balfour, casting 
director Shannon Makhanin, and 
actress/producer Kerry Finlayson. 
The students also met Kary McHoule, 
president of Nigel Lythgoe Productions, 
which produces shows such as American 
Idol and So You Think You Can Dance.
Gumbert recalled the story McHoule 
shared about her start in Hollywood. 
Because McHoule’s family owns funeral 
parlors around the Boston area, McHoule 
received her embalming degree. After 
receiving this degree, McHoule realized 
that she did not want to enter into the 
family business and went to Hollywood, 
where she built a new career, working 
from the ground up. 
The students also had the opportunity 
to meet Peter Farrelly ’79, producer, 
director, and writer of movies such as 
There’s Something About Mary and Dumb 
& Dumber. At the meeting, Farrelly told 
the students about his writing methods 
and asked each of them what they wished 
to pursue in the future. Farrelly gave the 
students advice as well as encouragement.
The group also met with Charlie 
Jennings ’04, who now works with the 
Creative Artists Agency (CAA), one of 
the largest talent agencies in Hollywood. 
Jennings recommended that students begin 
working in a Hollywood mailroom. He 
described it as a great way to get a foot in 
the door and to see how the business works.
The group also had the opportunity 
to dine at the home of Ed Cimini ’76, 
senior vice president, actuary at Unitrin, 
and former Editor-in-Chief of The Cowl. 
The program ended with a reception in 
Marina Del Ray, where students met and 
networked with over 25 alumni working 
in different fields in California. All of the 
alumni offered to help the students if they 
had the desire to look for work in the area. 
At the reception, Mary-Jo Gagliardi ’89, 
senior vice president of human resources 
at Wells Fargo, gave a keynote address. 
She encouraged students to preserve the 
moral values that they acquired during 
their time at the College, especially the 
value of serving others. 
During his time in Los Angeles, 
Patrick McGrath ’12 met David 
Teodosio ’05, now a writer for the NFL 
Network, as well as Joe McCormack 
’77, senior vice president of the Los 
Angeles Lakers.
“Going into the trip, I had no idea 
what to expect,” said McGrath. “I came 
out of it realizing how big our alumni 
network here at PC is and how much 
they are willing to help. When I find 
a job after college, I want to attend 
these networking events and give back 
because of the experience I had.”
Gumbert also spoke highly of 
the program.
“It was a huge success from my 
perspective as a professor, because 
what it said to film students was that 
‘you can do it,’” said Gumbert. “You 
can get a job in the film and television 
industry, and this is how you do it.”
He did, however, also speak of 
the challenges he faces in attracting 
students to the film program at PC. 
“It’s a very small program, and 
part of the perception is that it’s just all 
fun and games,” said Gumbert. “This 
PC in Hollywood program says that 
filmmaking can be a career, and that 
you can make a good living from it. So 
why not consider it, especially in these 
economic times where the entertainment 
industry is growing?”
This Week In Congress
Old Business
No. SCA-62-10 Concerning the elimination of special elections for all 
class representative openings, in favor of “alternate” system - Not Passed
New Business
No. SCE-62-02 Concerning financial allocations to eligible clubs - Not 
Voted On
The first Student Congress meeting 
after the Christmas break had only one 
old piece of legislation: No. SCA-62-
10, which concerned the elimination of 
special elections. This legislation was 
voted on and vetoed. If this change 
had been passed, it would have been 
in favor of an “alternate” candidate 
system. In other words, when one of the 
five class reps for a particular class is 
removed from or drops out of Congress, 
the person who finished sixth in the 
original election would automatically 
take over that vacant position. 
Many in the audience were 
concerned that even though not having 
special elections would be easier and 
more time efficient, the position of 
class representative is still important, 
and that he or she should prove they 
have the backing of the student body 
through a second, or special, election.
“I think this piece of legislation has 
very good intentions,” said Danielle 
Ladd ’12, senior class president. “It 
definitely states the ‘do’s’ and ‘do-not’s’ 
of what a special election should entail. 
I’m not, however, in favor of this…
because is the person who is appointed 
technically an elected official? What 
is it we’re trying to solve? Is there a 
certain turn-around rate?”
She continued, “If we’re having 
a lot of special candidates drop 
off, we should address why that’s 
happening first.”
The only new legislation for this 
week was No. SCE-62-02, concerning 
financial allocations to eligible clubs. 
This bill was not voted on as the 
Congress did not have a finalized and 
approved list of clubs that were eligible 
for allocations.
The Class of 2013 announced that 
it will be having class meetings every 
Sunday night in the Student Congress 
office. The Freshman Formal will be 
held next month.
It was also announced that PC Perk 
will now be staying open until 10 p.m. 
every night of the week. The publicity 
is updating its “What is Congress?” 
Campaign and starting “Occupy PC” 
meetings as well.
Dr. Steven Sears, associate vice 
president of Student Affairs and dean 
of Students, spoke briefly about things 
they had accomplished in the recent past, 
including increasing PC Prints, creating the 
75-block meal plan, improving on-campus 
food options, and bringing Zipcars to 
campus. He congratulated the members 
of Congress for their hard work, saying, 
“I’m very proud of you…The debates 
(over legislation) have been tremendous. 
I’ve enjoyed them immensely.”
Sears then introduced Kristine 
Goodwin, Providence College’s 
newly-appointed vice president of 
Student Affairs.
Goodwin addressed the audience 
by saying that she was thrilled to 
be at the school and was doing 
everything she could to embrace 
the Friar spirit and start off her new 
job as well as possible. She insisted 
that the Congress be honest with 
her, communicate both negative and 
positive feedback to her, and respect 
her, and that she would do the same 
in return. The dean started only 
seven days ago and has been meeting 
staff, students, and faculty, as well as 
attending many on-campus events. 
“My goal right now is to really 
understand the institution and all of 
its components,” said Goodwin. “I 
think some things that are most on my 
mind, one is going to be the College’s 
Strategic Plan.”
She explains that she hopes to 
synch it with her personal values as an 
educator. “This idea of the full person, 
of embracing diversity, of the Catholic 
institution, the Dominican mission,” 
said Goodwin.
Sears is now working with Goodwin 
on a daily basis.
“We’re cut from the same cloth,” 
he said, referring to himself and 
the new dean. “If you see us at a 
meeting together, you’ll notice that the 
teamwork’s incredible. I always have 
the students’ best interests at heart 
and listening to her be transparent and 
honest; she’s the same way, she has the 
same philosophy [as me].”
The new vice president of Student 
Affairs returned this sentiment by 
saying, “We both trust that God will 
lead us and take us where we need to 
be. That leads us to servant attitude. I’m 
so grateful. It’s easy [to communicate], 
it’s not even like it’s work.” 
Goodwin also emphasized, “I had 
to work at a Catholic institution as long 
as I could help it. It’s where I’m called 
to serve and it’s where I know God will 
honor me and help me accomplish the 
things that need to be accomplished.”
BILLY NAWROCKI ’12 / THE COWL
FROM TOP LEFT:  Emily Croke’12, Patrick McGrath ’12, James Kalen ’12, Daniel Laberge ’12, John Smith ’13, 
Nicholas Widmer ’12, Meghan Conway ’12, David Howlett ’12, Billy Nawrocki ’12, Rachel Ball ’12, and Jorge 
Lucas ’12.
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by Kathleen Sullivan ’14
News Staff 
Club President Spotlight
Christina, or Tina, Zaleta ’12 is a 
dedicated math major and business 
minor from East Hartford, Conn. She 
has been involved in the Dance Club 
on campus since her freshman year 
and began choreographing dances 
for the club’s performances during 
the second semester of her freshman 
year. On top of that, she performs in an 
average of eight dances per semester. 
During her junior year, she took on the 
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A f r i c a n , 
a n d 
Bollywood 
dancing. In 
a d d i t i o n , 
the club 
o r g a n i z e s 
other dance classes for which different 
teachers come in to teach other unique 
types of dancing, like ballroom. 
Apart from leading the Dance 
Club, Zaleta just started an 
internship as a business information 
analyst at Retail Solutions in 
Cranston, R.I., and she currently 
has an on-campus job working in 
the mailroom. She is also a fitness 
instructor at the College.
Tina has always enjoyed dancing, 
but it wasn’t until she entered 
college that she figured out a way 
to combine her love of dance with 
fitness. After beginning Zumba 
classes here, she realized that a 
great way to share her dancing and 
leadership skills with others would 
be to become a Zumba instructor. 
This semester, she is also teaching 
step, abs, and cardio-sculpt classes.
Zaleta admits that she is finally 
coming to terms with the fact that 
she is entering her last semester at 
PC. She has been “in denial” about 
being a senior, especially when it 
comes to Dance Club. There are 15 
other senior dancers who are also 
four-year members, which makes 
this both a sad and exciting time for 
all the girls.
Zaleta explains that she is 
looking forward to the special 
senior dance during the spring 
performance and preparing the 
returning club members for life 
without the current seniors.  
With such a large senior class, 
an entire new executive board will 
be elected 
this year, 
but Zaleta is 
confident that 
replacements 
will do great 
because the 
e n t h u s i a s m 
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d e c o r a t i n g 
the club’s 
r e l a t i v e l y 
new practice 
space in the 
G u z m a n 
Chapel. She 
also hopes 
to plan an 
event along 
the idea 
of “dancing around the world,” for 
which the club will team up with 
other groups on campus to showcase 
different cultural dances.  
As for her life after PC, Zaleta 
plans on beginning her search for a 
job and  potentially seeking a position 
as an analyst, much like her current 
internship.  She also hopes to find 
some way to continue dancing, as it 
has always helped her expand her 
horizons and has paved the way for 
leadership roles.
Sign-up dates for the spring 
semester are on Saturday, Jan. 28, at 
3:00 p.m. in the studio in Smith Center 
for the Arts.
“Anyone can do it,” explained 
Zaleta. “The only restriction we have is 
the fire code.”
Dance Club President 
Zaleta Combines Love 
for Dance and Leading
Providence College 
Hires First-Ever Chief 
Diversity Officer
PHOTO SUBMITTED
Tina is able to incorporate her dancing and leadership skills in 
her job as a Fitness Instructor at the College.
by Andres Taborda ’15
News Staff 
Campus News
In previous years, national surveys 
have indicated that Providence College 
is one of the least diverse schools in 
America. In fact, the college was rated the 
least diverse in the country at one point. 
Statistics like these led the administration 
to begin a long-term initiative to increase 
diversity on campus. 
In March of 2008, Rev. Brian J. Shanley, 
O.P., president, formed a Diversity 
Initiatives Committee to research and 
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c o m m i t t e e 
r e p o r t e d 
in a 34-
page memo 
n u m e r o u s 
ways the 
C o l l e g e 
c o u l d 
improve its 
s i t u a t i o n 
r e g a r d i n g 
diversity on campus. The report looked 
at what some other institutions had done 
regarding diversity and formulated a 
plan that would put the College on the 
right track towards achieving its goal. 
It was suggested that an Office of 
Institutional Diversity be created by the 
administration, and that a chief diversity 
officer be appointed to head this office. 
The college began a national search for 
a qualified candidate, which cost an 
estimated $40,000, according to the report.
After the committee interviewed 
the candidates, Rafael Zapata from 
Swarthmore College was the most 
fitting for the job. Zapata, a graduate 
of Iona College and Arizona State 
University, was the director of the 
Intercultural Center and assistant dean 
at Swarthmore, where he served for 
almost 10 years. 
The first-ever chief diversity officer 
and associate vice president at Providence 
College is eager to begin his work to ensure 
that the institution maintains and achieves 
its goals relating to diversity. 
He has quickly embraced the mission 
of the school, saying, “We all have a 
fundamental dignity and a collective 
responsibility to make this a more socially 
just world.”
Zapata acknowledged that we live 
in a society that is segregated by race 
and class, and institutions of higher 
education need to allow exposure of 
talent from students of all different 
backgrounds. 
Through his position, Zapata 
intends to make sure that Providence is 
an inclusive community where people 
feel that they can express themselves.
“We want to make sure that everyone 
leaves Providence with a positive 
experience,” he said. “We do not want 
people to come here and have to conform; 
we want them to be who they are.” 
Zapata will be working closely with the 
Diversity Initiatives Committee in order 
to carry out the goals of the institution.
“We have a strategic plan for diversity 
and I look forward to working with the 
committee to carry out the work that I 
was hired to do,” he said.
G e t t i n g 
to know the 
student body, 
however, is 
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clubs and get 
to know the 
community as 
best as I can.” 
As a former 
dean, Zapata 
knows how 
to work well 
with students.
“ A t 
Swarthmore, 
I developed 
g r e a t 
relationships with the students,” he 
said. “I want to continue that here at 
Providence College.”
Diversity is often wrongly linked 
to multiculturalism, and that is 
something that Zapata hopes to clarify 
to the campus community.
Someone coming to Providence 
College does not have to be a minority 
in order to bring diversity. In fact, 
Zapata believes that every single 
person on campus brings diversity 
to the college. “When you look at 
the different talents, hobbies, and 
backgrounds that everyone comes 
from, you realize that it diversifies the 
campus,” he said. 
The importance of cross-cultural 
interaction is something that Zapata wants 
to make known to Providence College.
“Not everything that we bring [to 
the campus] is visible unless we are in 
community,” he said. “Cross-cultural 
interaction allows for that, and that is 
why it is important.”
Offering events where people of 
different backgrounds can come together 
and share their individualities is something 
that Zapata looks forward to seeing at PC.
“I want people to leave Providence 
College and have relationships with 
all different kinds of people,” he 
said. “When you get out into the real 
world, knowing how to interact with 
people of different backgrounds will 
be essential.”
NATASHA TREE ‘15
Zapata comes to PC from Swarthmore College.
www.thecowl.com
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02908 Club Expands Number of Student Houses
by Dennis Lynch ’12
News Staff
pc community
by Amanda Garganese ’13
News Staff 
Campus News
Rousselle’s Article Receives National Attention
Twelve years ago, an insurance 
salesman driving his son to hockey 
practice at Schneider Arena decided 
to buy a house on Eaton Street and 
get into the student housing business. 
Over 70 houses and millions of dollars 
in renovations later, Bob McCann 
and the 02908 Club have changed 
the neighborhood surrounding 
Providence College and plan to 
continue improving the neighborhood 
in the years to come. 
As the 02908 Club grew over the 
years, McCann began to find that 
many of the other landlords in the area 
were not committed to improving the 
neighborhood and providing quality 
housing for students. Despite already 
owning more properties than any other 
landlord in the area, in 2008, McCann 
and the 02908 Club decided to truly 
commit to their goal of improving PC’s 
surrounding neighborhood, and in the 
past three years have increased their 
number of properties from 21 to over 
70 houses in the area. The company has 
been able to grow so quickly because 
of McCann’s policy of reinvesting all 
revenue back into the company rather 
than taking profits out for himself.
In addition to buying houses, 
McCann has renovated nearly every 
house he has bought: rebuilding the 
balconies, installing new appliances, 
and fitting doors with electronic 
keypad locks. He also began laying 
sod down at some houses over the 
summer, and the fire pit he had built 
on Pembroke Avenue has already 
earned the name “The Friar Pit.”
The 02908 Club is the only student 
landlord with a full-time staff in charge 
of maintenance, renovation, and 
keeping the fronts of the houses clean.
In addition to fixing up the 
properties, McCann has set forth 
to name each of his houses, such 
as “Tequila Mockingbird” and 
“Caddyshack.” He says that some of 
the names were suggested by students, 
while the rest were created by him and 
the 02908 Club. 
McCann hopes that his efforts will 
help to improve the neighborhood 
and change the perception of the area 
around the school.
“In the past, prospective students 
have visited and commented on PC’s 
gorgeous campus. What I want is for 
students and parents to visit and say 
how nice the neighborhood is before 
even seeing the school,” McCann says, 
adding that he hopes to make the 
neighborhood seem like an extension 
of the campus.
McCann has enjoyed working 
with members of PC’s faculty as well 
as with the students for whom he 
provides housing.
“PC has been great to us,” he says, 
“especially Richard Kless and Sue 
McCauley, who have been first-class 
people to work with.”
Relations with full-time neighbors 
have also improved as a result of 
the 02908 Club’s work.  Unlike the 
days of Operation Red Cup, with 
neighbors forming coalitions against 
off-campus students, McCann says 
that he has received calls from 
neighbors thanking him for the work 
he has done to improve the safety 
and scenery of the neighborhood. 
He hopes that by bringing in quality 
students to live with the 02908 Club, 
relations between students and locals 
can continue to improve.
McCann’s goal as a landlord is to 
provide a great off-campus living 
alternative for students.
“Our first priority is to ensure that 
our students have safe places to live 
that are economical and allow more 
freedom than housing on-campus can 
provide,” says McCann.
He says that students are a pleasure 
to work with, and he truly enjoys the 
atmosphere that they bring to the 
community. After the “golf party,” 
McCann stopped by each house to 
appreciate the aftermath. He has also 
sponsored events with students such 
as the Friar 5K after-party, where he 
delivered countless boxes of pizza to 
the celebrating participants. 
McCann suggests that students 
hoping to rent the best houses with him 
begin looking as early as September of 
their sophomore years, as the nicest 
houses tend to fill up very quickly. He 
also says that finding houses is rarely 
a problem, as the 02908 Club is always 
buying more properties. The average 
student living with the 02908 Club 
pays roughly $700 a month for rent.
“We try to meet the needs of all 
students,” says McCann. “We have 
some houses that are nice and are 
less expensive, and we also have 
some higher-end houses that cost a 
bit more.”
With the 02908 Club’s planned 
expansion, there promises to be 
more options available to students 
in the future.
Alumni returning to PC have found 
the surrounding neighborhood very 
different than how they left it. Bob 
McCann and the 02908 Club hope to 
continue these improvements. 
Christine Rousselle ’13 made 
national news this winter with her 
controversial article “My Time at 
Walmart: Why We Need Serious 
Welfare Reform.” The article describes 
the injustice and cheating of the welfare 
system that Rousselle witnessed 
during her time as an employee at 
Walmart. The article is humorous, with 
her depiction of Welfare Queen #1 and 
Welfare Queen #2 and serious in her 
proposition for reform.
News of the article spread like 
wildfire across mainstream television 
and radio stations, and the piece 
received many hits. Rousselle 
attributes the immense attraction to 
her article as a testament to the potency 
of Twitter, Facebook, and other social 
media. Before becoming an overnight 
sensation, Rouselle’s article was 
featured on a Web site she writes for, 
The College Conservative. 
In July 2011, Rousselle heard of a 
conference in Washington, D.C., and 
tweeted that she wished to attend. 
Hours later, she received a phone call 
offering her a free trip to attend the 
conference in August. She met a girl at 
the conference who informed her about 
The College Conservative, a Web site 
where writers can cover conservative 
issues of their choosing.
Rousselle’s first article was on a 
teacher she had in high school, but 
the article only made a minor splash 
compared to her nationally recognized 
Walmart article. When she posted 
the second article, she received 4,000 
hits within hours, which was a large 
number compared to the 886 hits the 
Web site had the day before. The article 
was discussed on the FreeRepublic 
conservative message boards, and 
Dana Loesch tweeted about her 
article. The article was viewed over 
30,000 times the day it was published, 
December 13. The article was then 
featured on a local Boston radio station 
on December 15 during a prime-
time slot. Bangor Daily News and The 
Associated Press picked up the article 
and published it on December 17 in 
200 newspapers, which escalated the 
view count to over 300,000 in one 
day. Popular FOX News personality 
Glenn Beck published an article about 
Rousselle on his Web site The Blaze, 
and she was linked on hotair.com and 
National Review. She was bombarded 
with radio show opportunities, and 
appeared on 20 local and national 
stations. She also got an offer to appear 
on an Evangelical Christian television 
show.
Her most publicized offer came 
from NBC’s The Today Show, which 
e-mailed her an offer to appear on the 
show, although a final date has not yet 
been set. The show also mentioned her 
on its Facebook page on December 20. 
Popular news station MSNBC wrote 
about the young journalist on its Web 
site as well. Conservative radio host 
Mark Levin mentioned her on his radio 
station on December 16 and expressed 
his prediction that she was going to 
be famous. Rousselle’s most revered 
recognition came from her idol, Ann 
Coulter, a political commentator. 
Coulter tweeted at Rousselle and 
offered encouraging words of praise. 
The two now tweet at each other during 
political debates, which has increased 
Rousselle’s Twitter popularity to over 
1,000 followers. 
Rousselle has received both hate mail 
and praise in response to her article, 
including several marriage proposals.
“People read into it how they want 
to read into it,” says Rousselle.
One headline about the article read, 
“College Student Slams Welfare.” 
Rousselle states that she was not 
slamming welfare in her article, because 
she believes in aiding those in need. 
Rather, she was expressing her disdain 
for individuals who cheat the system 
and do not truly need the government 
aid. One man discussed in her article 
used food stamps to buy hotdogs for his 
small business. Food stamps are meant 
to feed the individual in need, not to 
supply customers of a hotdog stand.
The issue of welfare abuse frustrates 
Rousselle: “It bothers me to see money 
from my paycheck going to pay for 
something that is morally questionable.”
Rousselle did not plan on her article 
becoming national and receiving the 
amount of media attention it has. 
However, she stands by what she wrote 
and explains that she was writing for 
The College Conservative readers, not 
a national audience.
“The article makes sense if you 
read it in the context of the Web site,” 
said Rousselle.
In addition to all the slander, lies, 
and rumors spread by people outraged 
by the article, the most troubling 
attention Rousselle has received are 
attacks on her physical appearance.
“What I say has no bearing on my 
looks,” said Rousselle.
She remarks that she was not brave 
for writing the article; she was just 
stating the facts. One-third of the state 
of Maine is on some kind of government 
financial assistance. She warns others 
to fix the system “before Maine turns 
into Greece.” Rousselle hopes to see the 
people of Maine prosper. 
The article has already affected 
Rousselle’s future. She has 
received several job offers and 
will be interning this summer 
at the Leadership Institute in 
Arlington, Va. She states that the 
national recognition of her article 
has brought her to a new level of 
influence; people actually listen 
and respond to what she says. She 
hopes to make political journalism 
and commentary a full-time career 
and has been enjoying T.V. and 
radio appearances.
“This is what I want to do,” said 
Rousselle of her publicity.






The above photo ran alongside Rousselle’s 
original article.
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Students to ‘Be  Transformed’
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Providence College Tree Inventory Shows 1,204 Trees
by Matthew Daniele ’15
News Staff 
Campus News
While students busily shuffle to 
classes they are late for, toss a frisbee 
around on the quad, and head to 
Alumni for some food, the school 
is putting forth an effort with great 
precision that goes unnoticed by most. 
The school is evolving aesthetically and 
structurally before our eyes by creating 
an inventory of the trees on campus.  
Students may have noticed blue tags 
on trees on campus and thought that 
they foretold that the trees were going 
to be cut down. This thought could not 
be further from truth, as Providence 
College is actually taking tree inventory 
for entry into the school’s database. 
With this, the school will have data on 
each tree and its status.
Warren Gray, assistant vice 
president of businesses, and Matt 
Lambert, groundskeeper, are in charge 
of the tree inventory incentive. They 
have a satellite image of the campus 
with each tree numbered. 
“We have 1,204 trees on campus,” 
said Lambert. “Every tree is marked 
by GPS,” he added. “We will have a 
coordinate [for each one]...It will tell 
you the type of tree, the condition it’s 
in, and if it needs work.”
The school is invested in tree care  for 
a multitude of reasons. Most important, 
trees or their branches (especially 
dying ones) may fall, which poses a 
liability the school is responsible for. 
The trees  also beautify the school, 
with each species appearance being 
considered into its environment. 
“Of the 1,204 trees on campus, 939 
are in good shape, 249 in fair condition, 
15 of them need work, and only one 
is dead. That tree is near the physical 
plant down on lower campus, so it 
does not pose [enough of] a threat to 
the school or its students to be taken 
down immediately. We have a lot of 
maples that are coming to the end of 
their lifespans. Maples usually live 
80-100 years, and they’re approaching 
that time.”
Gray added that “a lot of the 
damaged trees we are dealing with now 
are due to Hurricane Irene. We had a 
lot of damage done to the canopies and 
upper part of trees, which very well 
could die soon. Trees may look healthy 
and pretty on the outside, but could be 
dead and rotting on the inside, too.”
The two hope to plant as many trees 
as possible, although, due to various 
circumstances, they may also be required 
to remove some. Students enjoy “green 
space” like the upper or lower campus 
quad, so that they can bask in the sun or 
play sports. Recently, the upper quad had 
two more trees on it which encroached 
on the green space. The two men made 
sure to plant trees alongside the lower 
quad, not in the center, so students could 
enjoy the space.
“It’s not going to be a one-for-one 
[planting] or even a two-for-one. We 
would like to plant as many trees as we 
remove, and I think you’ll find over the 
past few years we have planted even 
more trees. You will find that we are 
a ‘live’ campus; this campus changes. 
It’s evolving; it cannot be stagnant. For 
example, we only have so much green 
space. When you put up a new building, 
sometimes you have to take down a tree.” 
When choosing a species of tree to 
be planted, Gray and Lambert take the 
characteristics of it into consideration. 
The locus tree, a popular tree here at 
Providence College, is favored due to 
its open canopy so that it does not block 
the façades of buildings. Leaf color, 
bark, shape, and even leaves’ physical 
properties come into consideration 
when picking a new tree for campus. 
Certain tree types can drop leaves 
that will rot into the ground or blow 
up against the building, which then 
cost money to rake up. The lotus tree 
drops small, light leaves that both 
blow around easily and also go into the 
ground and give it nutrition.
As you walk around campus, take 
pride in the school’s conscious effort to 
keep it green, practical, and attractive. 
The school is like a tree in itself: It’s 
always growing, and while some 
branches need to get trimmed, new 
ones will grow in their place.
in the air amongst the students.”
Goodwin has been serving as 
associate dean for Student Life at the 
College of the Holy Cross for the past 
10 years. Prior to that position, she 
held positions in higher education at 
Connecticut College, University of 
Massachusetts Lowell, and University 
of Rhode Island.
She received her undergraduate 
degree in political science with a 
concentration in public administration, 
as well as a minor in psychology from 
Westfield State College, and went on 
to URI with the intention of becoming 
a professor of political science.  At 
this time, she was also serving as a 
Hall Director; this role sparked her 
interest in becoming an administrator 
in higher education. 
“I just found that my spirit felt 
more comfortable in that work–that I 
loved working in the residence hall,” 
said Goodwin.
She then transferred to UMass Lowell, 
where she studied community psychology 
and eventually earned a Master’s degree 
in Educational Administration.
Goodwin considers her time at Holy 
Cross to be a benefit in her new position, 
not only in regard to the experience she 
has with a similar liberal arts institute 
of higher education, but also because of 
her familiarity with Catholic tradition.
“There is this idea of the education 
of the whole person,” she said. “This 
is something the Dominicans and 
the Jesuits have in common. That is 
familiar to me.”
Goodwin also expressed her own 
philosophical approach to life, which 
very much aligns to the College’s 
motto, “Be transformed.”
“One of my personal tag lines is to 
live with intention, not by default,” said 
Goodwin. “But to do that, I also think 
we have to find time to contemplate, to 
pause, to ponder, to do a checkup from 
the neck up and ask ‘Who am I?’ or ‘Do 
I like the person I am becoming?’”
So far, Goodwin has met with 
the Resident Assistants and Student 
Congress, and plans on meeting with 
the Board of Programmers, The Cowl, 
BMSA, and other student organizations 
who express interest. She cites these 
organizations as testaments to the 
leadership and passion present on the 
campus.
“What I love about Providence is 
the openness, and that students see 
their experience more seamlessly,” 
said Goodwin. “I think because of 
elements such as the Feinstein Institute 
that there is a sense of community-
based learning.”
Her first order of business will be 
becoming more acquainted with the 
Providence College community and 
working on the Strategic Plan, both 
of which require student cooperation 
and input. 
“Building relationships and 
getting to know the campus will 
be my first task–getting a context,” 
said Goodwin. “In particular, I 
am preparing myself to lead the 
Division with the Strategic Plan. We 
will be presenting that to student 
groups soon, but in the meantime I 
am becoming acquainted with the 
Cabinet and the Board of Trustees.”
Goodwin resides in Massachusetts 
with her husband and three sons.
This is a virtual representation of the tree inventory at the College.
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xACT: PC Business School Profile Elevated
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Earley, professor of accountancy, 
coached the students. Each student 
received a prize of $2,000 for making it 
to the finals, in addition to the coveted 
Montgomery Award. Each team 
member will receive a replica of the 
Montgomery Award, and the names 
of the students will be engraved on the 
actual award at PwC. 
The teammates have been 
working together since the fall. Each 
year, the Department of Accounting 
takes interested students and puts 
them into teams for the competition. 
Earley said that effort is taken 
to ensure that the teams are all 
relatively equal in strength and 
there are no “all star” teams. Each 
team had a coach that is a member 
of the accounting department. 
The teams competed on campus 
in the fall, and were judged by two 
PwC employees. The Consolidators 
were the winning team of that 
competition, and the video of their 
presentation was sent to PwC to be 
compared to the other 44 schools in 
the competition. Their presentation 
and those of teams from four other 
schools were selected as the finalists 
to go to New York City.
Providence College was the only 
school out of all the finalists that does 
not yet have an accredited business 
school. Providence’s business school 
is on track to become accredited 
by the Association to Advance 
Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB). The AACSB only accredits 
about a third of the business schools 
in the nation. Montemarano and 
Earley both feel that the profile 
of the business school has been 
elevated as result of the victory over 
much larger schools.
Montemarano said that the schools 
they competed against had much 
larger programs than Providence 
College does, and “they can make 
a team of their best people.” 
Montemarano says that she feels 
that the victory in the competition 
elevated the business school and will 
make the school attractive to potential 
accounting majors. Montemarano 
thinks that the small size is actually a 
strength of the program, and that the 
majors are able to receive individual 
attention from professors, which is 
not available to students at large 
schools. “At a large school, a person 
may never meet their adviser,” 
explained Montemarano. 
Montemarano also feels as 
though the accounting program 
at the College is one of the 
more “underrated” programs. 
Montemarano initially came into 
school declared in finance, and 
switched to accounting after 
taking two accounting classes. 
She first competed in the xACT 
program as a sophomore, at the 
urging of a professor. Although 
she was initially intimidated by the 
workload of the project, she grew to 
enjoy the competition.
At the competition, each team 
is given a scenario and is told to 
develop a presentation for what the 
company should do. “It’s as if we 
were actually employees of PwC,” 
explained Montemarano. In this 
competition, the team had to develop 
a plan for a cosmetics company 
looking to expand into a natural 
line of cosmetics. The team was 
judged on its presentation skills, its 
recommendation for the company, 
and its skills in a question-and-
answer session about its presentation.
Earley feels that the team 
performed very well in the question-
and-answer portion, as every member 
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of the team answered questions. 
“It wasn’t just one person” taking 
charge, Earley said. 
Earley also believes that the victory 
in the competition will increase the 
exposure of the business school on 
a national level. She feels as though 
the win shows the high quality of 
students in the School of Business. She 
appreciated the “external validation” 
of the business school. 
“I’m just so proud of them,” 
said Earley.  
Students traveled to New York City for a two-day stay in the Big Apple.
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by Adam Staropoli ’14
World Staff
cyberspace BLACKOUT
The people of Northwest Alaska are 
used to frigid temperatures and lots of 
snowfall. However, last November the 
Alaskan town of Nome was hit by a 
powerful storm coming off the Bering 
Sea which brought with it hurricane 
force winds, a huge storm surge which 
caused flooding, and blinding snow. 
Afterwards, the town was buried in 
snow and ice, essentially isolating the 
small town of about 3,500 inhabitants. 
This storm also prevented Nome 
from receiving its last pre-winter barge 
fuel delivery, which residents depend 
on for their livelihood, particularly 
electricity and heating. Usually, Nome 
gets its fuel for the winter shipped in 
during late fall, but that was impossible 
this season due to the high winds from 
the storm. Aware of the seriousness 
of the situation, Alaskan Senator Lisa 
Murkowski wrote to the U.S. Coast 
Guard’s Admiral Papp about assisting 
the stranded town. “As you are aware, 
Nome was buffeted by powerful winds, 
a 10-foot storm surge, and a tidal 
front which brought an extraordinary 
amount of sea ice and closed the port 
to traffic. News reports indicate that 
as a result, a barge carrying 1.6 million 
gallons of gasoline, diesel fuel, and 
heating fuel did not reach Nome, and 
many Alaskans may face a shortage of 
fuel this winter,” says Murkowski in 
her letter. 
Thus, a solution was proposed. 
Instead of flying in the fuel, which 
would be extremely expensive since 
Nome is very isolated, the fuel would 
instead arrive by sea via the Russian 
oil tanker Renda. The only problem 
with this is that thick sea ice closed 
off Nome’s harbor, making it difficult 
for ships to enter. To deal with this 
problem, the Coast Guard sent its most 
advanced icebreaker, Healy, to sail in 
front of the Renda to allow it access to 
Nome. Healy is the Coast Guard’s only 
Arctic-class icebreaker, with a state of 
by Kevin Sullivan ’15
World Staff
United States
Critical Oil Supplies Reach Nome
the art cutter. Despite the powerful 
cutter, paving a path for the Renda 
to get to Nome was a long and 
difficult process, considering the 
ship had to cut through over 100 
miles of sea ice. Because of this 
problem, the Healy and Renda 
only just arrived at Nome last 
week in order to drop off 1.3 
million gallons of precious fuel. 
Murkowski praised the Coast 
Guard for its efforts in assisting 
Nome and the residents were 
overjoyed to receive the fuel 
they depend on to survive the 
harsh Alaskan winter. 
COURTESY OF THE HUFFINGTON POST
The Healy escorts oil tanker Renda to Nome, where it will unload  oil supplies. 
 Members of the Providence 
College student body witnessed a 
historical event on Wednesday, Jan. 
18, but may not have realized it. For 
the first time in history, a protest by 
the Internet, including major Web 
sites such as Google, Wikipedia, 
and many others, has been used to 
impact public policy decisions. These 
Web sites, along with several others 
like Facebook and Twitter, wrote to 
Congress as early as November in 
opposition to Internet regulation.  
Specifically, this “blackout” of 
the Internet was in protest of the 
proposed pieces of legislation SOPA 
(Stop Online Piracy Act), originating 
from the House of Representatives, 
and PIPA (Preventing Real Online 
Threats to Economic Creativity and 
Theft of Intellectual Property Act), 
originating in the Senate. In the age 
of the Internet, it is no surprise that 
such a large amount of opposition 
is coming from these proposed bills, 
but “the burst of opposition to SOPA 
and its Senate companion [PIPA] 
has caught many lawmakers, who 
thought they were endorsing a fairly 
non-controversial anti-piracy bill with 
strong corporate support, off guard,” 
writes The Huffington Post. 
Supporters of both SOPA and 
PIPA have received vicious pushback 
from the tech industries and average 
Internet users for fear that both bills 
intend to censor the Internet, and 
possibly provide the government 
with the feared Internet off-switch. Yet 
supporters of the bills, which include 
Hollywood movie studios and major 
record labels along with several major 
news providers, including FOX News 
and NBC-Universal, have argued that 
they have been forced to react to the 
great deal of misinformation that has 
spread around the Internet. 
“This information does a disservice 
to consumers, and it is being 
disseminated by those who profit from 
working with illegal Web sites that 
steal and sell America’s intellectual 
property,” reported Congressman 
Lamar Smith (R-Texas) to CNN. 
Chairman of the House Judiciary 
Committee Congressman Smith has 
been forced to explain legislation to 
an audience of Internet users who 
fiercely guard it from any prospect of 
potential censorship. 
“Hyperbole has been rampant in 
the debate about SOPA. However, the 
bill in no way censors the Internet. 
It only targets activity that is already 
illegal, and only targets foreign Web 
sites that are dedicated to illegal or 
infringing activity. In fact, it is similar 
to laws that already govern Web sites 
based in the U.S,” he reported to CNN. 
“The Stop Online Piracy Act 
works by 
cutting off 
the money to foreign illegal sites 
and making it harder for online 
criminals to market and distribute 
illegal products to U.S. consumers. 
The bill includes provisions that 
‘follow the money’ to cut off the main 
sources of revenue to these sites, and 
also protects consumers from being 
directed to foreign illegal Web sites 
by search engines. And it provides 
innovators with a way to bring claims 
against foreign illegal sites that steal 
and sell their technology, inventions, 
and products,” he continued. 
Still, opponents are not convinced. 
“The proposed legislation has 
startled tech experts and free speech 
advocates, who warn that the anti-
piracy tactics envisioned by the 
bill would bring about widespread 
censorship of legitimate content and 
hamper cyber security measures,” 
writes The Huffington Post.
“The solutions are draconian. 
There’s a bill that would require 
[Internet service providers] to 
remove URLs from the Web, which 
is also known as censorship last time 
I checked,” said Google Executive 
Chairman Eric Schmidt, whose 
company has shown some of the 
strongest voice of opposition to SOPA 
and PIPA.
Supporters of the bill, however, 
note that while Google stands against 
Internet censorship, the New York Times 
reported that “Google will pay $500 
million to settle federal government 
charges that it has knowingly shown 
illegal ads for fraudulent Canadian 
pharmacies in that United States 
[according to investigations by the 
Department of Justice].” So, while 
opponents argue that the fight is one 
over freedom of speech and access to 
information, proponents argue that 
this legislation is just another way 
to regulate an unregulated market 
obviously being taken advantage of 
by the big tech companies. 
In an interesting twist, though, 
the debate over SOPA and PIPA 
seem to have invigorated a spirit 
of participation in the American 
populace. In the age of social media, 
the Internet Blackout of 2012 has 
shown that it is rapidly becoming 
easier for the average citizen to 
engage in the daily events and 
debates in Congress.
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President Obama, on Wednesday 
Jan. 18, rejected, the proposed Keystone 
XL oil pipeline that would stretch from 
an oil sands formation in Alberta to 
refineries on the Gulf Coast near Texas. 
The president did not believe that the 
$7 billion project could be adaquately 
reviewed within the 60-day deadline 
set by Congress, much to the chagrin of 
House Speaker John Boehner (R-Ohio) 
and other Republicans in Congress. 
The administration was only given 
until February 21 to decide the fate 
of the 1,700-mile pipeline through a 
provision inserted in the temporary 
tax cut bill passed in December. 
The State Department holds full 
authority over the project because 
it crosses an international border, 
and urged Obama that there was not 
enough time to sketch a new route for 
the pipeline and assess the potential 
environmental harm to sensitive 
grasslands, especially those found 
in Nebraska where opposition to the 
propsed pipeline is greatest. 
Transcanada (TRP), the energy 
giants pursuing a permit to build the 
pipeline, originally proposed that 
the project would create an estimate 
of 13,000 construction jobs and 7,000 
manufacturing jobs. The project’s 
ability to create jobs is what has 
important Republican leaders irate. 
“If Americans want to understand 
why unemployment in the United 
States has been stuck above eight 
percent for the longest stretch since the 
Great Depression, decisions like this 
one are the place to begin,” uttered 
Mitt Romney, the front-runner for the 
GOP’s presidential nomination. 
Although the project undoubtedly 
has the potential to create many 
temporary jobs, many critics believe 
that Transcanada’s projections are 
inconsistent and will provide only 
hundreds of permanent jobs. The 
Cornell University Global Institute 
reported that the construction of KXL 
will create far fewer jobs in the U.S. 
than its proponents have claimed, 
and even warns of its potential to 
destroy jobs, as strong evidence 
suggest that a large portion of the 
primary material input for KXL will 
not even be produced in the U.S. 
While there remains much 
speculation as to how effective the 
project would be to sparking job 
growth, President Obama has made it 
clear that the decision was not based 
on the efficacy of the plan but rather 
on the forced timeline. 
“I’m disappointed that Republicans 
in Congress forced this decision, but it 
does not change my administration’s 
commitment to American-made 
energy that creates jobs and reduces 
our dependence on oil,” asserted 
President Obama. 
The decision will now be delayed 
until 2013, and it is clear that there 
will be much debate between both the 
Democrats and Republicans during 
the upcoming election-year. Until 
then, both parties will continue to seek 
support from both environmentalists 
and oil-proponents in order to achieve 
the 2012 presidential victory. 
Obama Rejects 
Keystone XL Oil Pipeline World NeWs 
BriefiNg
A task force composed of U.S. Navy Seals rescued two 
kidnapping victims in Somalia, one of which was an American 
citizen. The pair had been taken by Somalian pirates. President 
Obama authorized a raid after learning that the American 
woman’s health was worsening. The strike force killed all nine 
abductors.
The Federal Reserve announced that it plans to keep rates 
constant through 2014. The historically low bank rates are 
intended to keep the costs of borrowing low, although the 
strategy risks inflation creeping into the economy. 
U.S. Rep Gabrielle Giffords resigned her position, although 
she vowed to return to politics. The representative was shot in 
the head by an unbalanced gunman last year, and has made a 
remarkable recovery.
Mayor Joe Materno apologized for some unfortunate comments 
he made earlier this week. After police officers in his town 
assaulted Latino residents, a reporter asked the mayor what he 
would do for the Latino community. The mayor replied that he 
would have tacos for dinner.
by Naomi Eide ’13
World Staff
United States
Last week, Hollywood received a 
shock when a severed head was found 
in Bronson Canyon Park located near 
the Hollywood sign. Tuesday, a dog 
walker released one of her two dogs off 
its leash. It then darted into the brush, 
retrieving a plastic bag. Upon the dog 
vigorously shaking the bag, a severed 
human head rolled out. Authorities 
determined the head was that of a 
Caucasian man between the ages of 
40 to 60.  The victim was found to be 
Hervey Medellin, a 66-year-old from 
Los Angeles, reports The Huffington 
Post.  Due to the decomposition of the 
head, it was determined that Medellin 
had only been dead for 2 to 3 days, 
placing the time of death around 
Sunday, Jan. 15. 
 The park, located in a wooded, 
hilled area filled with brush, is a 
popular spot for walkers and hikers 
who only have to worry about packs of 
coyotes and smash-and-grab robbers 
who sometimes target hikers’ cars. 
Following the discovery of the head, 
120 officers and firefighters on foot and 
horseback fought their way through 
seven acres of brush, even using ropes 
to rappel into steep drainage culverts 
in an attempt to locate more body parts. 
The hands and feet were discovered 
near the initial site of the head. The 
torso and other parts of the body have 
still not been found. Some have begun 
to speculate that the dismembered 
head was related to a body found in 
early January near Tucson, Arizona. 
The authorities were quick to debunk 
the association, telling FOX News that 
the level of decomposition would 
have been much more advanced had 
the two bodies been related. 
Hundreds of theories have been 
proposed. However, police have 
determined that the victim was killed 
somewhere else and then brought to 
the park to be disposed of. Some are 
quick to associate the crime with other 
killings. The police maintain that 
there is no indication of a serial killer 
running around. Having discovered 
the identity of the victim, police took 
further steps in the investigation. 
Commander Smith says, “They did 
serve a search warrant last night. 
They are following clues, and the 
case is progressing. Guys are working 
around the clock to find out who did 
it and find the rest of the body.”
COURTESY OF CLIMBING LA
A severed head was found at Bronson Canyon 
Park near the iconic Hollywood sign. 
by Kelly Smith ’12
World Staff
Morocco
Five Moroccan men set themselves 
on fire last Thursday during a protest 
over the country’s lack of jobs. Morocco’s 
national unemployment rate is 9.1%, but 
the rate among recent graduates is 16% 
and for those under 34, the rate is 31.4%. 
The men were part of a group of 160 
people occupying an administrative 
building in the country’s capital of 
Rabat. Supporters of the movement 
had been supplying protesters with 
food and water, but security barred 
any aid two days prior to the incident. 
Youssef al-Rissouni, a member of the 
Moroccan Association for Human 
Rights said, “The authorities prevented 
them from receiving food and water, so 
five people went outside to get food and 
threatened to set themselves on fire if 
they were stopped.” The flames were 
quickly smothered by bystanders, but 
three of the men were burnt enough 
to be hospitalized. None of the injuries 
sustained were fatal.
The movement among the Moroccan 
youth is beginning to spread throughout 
the country. At the recent unveiling of 
the new Moroccan government’s key 
policies by Prime Minister Abdelilah 
Benkirane, 1,000 recent graduates 
showed up to protest. Benkirane’s plan, 
which includes a push towards a more 
moderate and tolerant Islam, aims 
to lower the nation unemployment 
rate to 8% in the next four years. This 
will be done in the public sector, as 
well as encouraged in the private 
sector. Benkirane also pledged to keep 
inflation rates low and that overall the 
plan is “geared to build a strong, stable, 
supportive, and prosperous society 
that ensures a dignified life for all its 
citizens.” Critics of the government’s 
proposals argue however, that the 
plan lacks enough concrete detail to 
truly combat this economic problem.
While the unemployment rate 
among the younger faction is 
staggering, the rate among youth in 
more rural areas is significantly lower 
because of the opportunity to work in 
agriculture. Many family farms and 
communities employ their children 
as soon as they finish school. But 
the dangerous dissatisfaction of the 
youth as shown in last week’s events 
proves that the newly instituted 
Benkirane government has much to 
appease and correct if it wishes to 
remain in power and in favor with 
the future of Morocco.
Moroccans Set Themselves 
Ablaze Over Unemployment
COURTESY OF CBS NEWS
A protestor lies on the ground, covered with a 
blanket, after setting himself on fire in protest. 
Dog Finds Severed Head 
Under the Hollywood Sign
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4. Best laid bread plans are bound to go?
6. Grapes of Wrath author
7. Capital of Morocco
8. Unit of matter
Down
1. Rosemary’s ________
2. She would turn back time
3. 40th U.S. President
5. Unit of time
6. Proposed bill eliminating funny cat vids
by Katie Davenport ’14
World Staff
Israel
In Jerusalem, Israeli police have 
recently arrested several Palestinian 
parliament members suspected 
of involvement in Hamas activity. 
Hamas is an Islamic resistance 
movement known for previous anti-
Israeli attacks including shootings 
and suicide bombings. 
According to CNN, Khaled abu 
Arafeh and Mohamed Totah were 
arrested at a Red Cross compound 
where they hid from authorities for 
a year and a half. In July 2010, Arafeh, 
Totah, and another Palestinian legislator 
named Ahmad Atun entered the Red 
Cross compound. Israeli police arrested 
Atun in September, but the other two 
parliament members remained at the 
site. The International Committee of the 
Red Cross notified Israeli authorities of 
the men’s presence and informed the 
two men that the organization held no 
diplomatic status in Israel that could 
protect them from arrest.
Israeli police spokesman Micky 
Rosenfeld describes Arafeh and Totah 
as Hamas activists and residents of East 
Jerusalem; he further explains that the 
two men currently being investigated 
will later be brought to court. 
In the West Bank, the Israel army also 
arrested Aziz Dweik and Khaled Tafesh 
Dweib, two other Palestinian Legislative 
Council members, for their involvement 
in terrorist activity. Officials state 
that the parliament speaker Dweik 
was detained at an Israeli military 
checkpoint near the West Bank city of 
Ramallah as he was travelling south 
to Hebron. Although he is based in the 
West Bank, Dweik is a senior member 
of the Islamist Hamas movement, 
which rules Gaza Strip. The Palestinian 
parliament has not convened since the 
year 2007, when Hamas seized control 
of Gaza from the rival Fatah Party. Last 
year, the leaders of the two Palestinian 
factions signed a unity agreement that 
was supposed to revive the legislative 
body. Dweik was formerly arrested 
in 2006, along with other Hamas 
government officials and parliament 
members, after Palestinian militants 
abducted an Israeli soldier, but he was 
later released in 2009.
CNN explains that after the arrest 
of Dweik and Dweib, Hamas leader 
Ismail Haniyeh called on Palestinian 
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas 
to cease talks with Israel. “There should 
be a stop to the ongoing negotiations. 
The negotiations are a failure and 
absurd. It is impossible for any 
Palestinian to shake the hands of the 
occupier and the enemy while they are 
arresting the symbols of legitimacy,” 
states Haniyeh.
The Palestinian prisoner advocacy 
organization, Addameer, reports that 
the latest amount of arrests increases 
the number of Palestinian parliament 
members imprisoned in Israel to 27 
individuals. Thus,  peace for the people 
in Israel presently remains jeopardized.
Israeli Police Arrest 
Palestinian Leaders
by Meaghan Lambert ’14
World Staff 
International
Recent work conducted at Erasmus 
Medical Center in the Netherlands and 
at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, 
has produced monumental and 
alarming results. Working with ferrets, 
who react to the flu virus most similarly 
to humans, researchers have produced a 
mutated version of H5N1-allowing the 
virus to “go airborne,” or spread without 
direct and personal contact, according 
to The New York Times. Consequently, a 
United States national bio-security panel 
has encouraged research to cease for 
sixty days and researchers have agreed, 
giving international researchers time 
to discuss how to proceed with their 
experiments without putting the world 
at risk of a dangerous pandemic. 
This cease in research has sparked 
fierce controversy among leading 
research moguls. Some blame this 
perceived danger on miscommunication 
with the United States, explaining that 
proactive relay with the media has 
prevented such fear of the research in 
Europe. Rutgers molecular biologist 
Richard Ebright opposes continuation of 
the research, doubting the ability of this 
research to prevent future pandemics, 
suggesting that the 60-day cease is far 
from sufficient. Ebright claims any 
experimentation done on this virus 
should be conducted in labs with the 
highest possible safety ratings, called 
BSL4 labs, instead of the “enhanced 
BSL3 labs” where research has since 
taken place. Other experts suggest 
BSL3 labs were deemed sufficiently 
safe, as condoned by the Center for 
Disease Control and Prevention. One 
such proponent, Dr. Fauci, head of 
the National Institute of Allergy and 
Infectious Diseases, claims continued 
research will help pinpoint how viruses 
that originate in animals can adapt to 
humans and eventually develop into 
pandemics, reports The New York Times. 
Although head virologist at the 
Erasmus Medical Center Dr. Fouchier 
did agree to pause research on the 
H5N1, his hopes that research will 
eventually be continued are high. 
Saying it was a necessary decision, 
Fouchier claims his new breed of H5N1 
is an important step in the ongoing 
battle against pandemics and research 
should be continued. An article 
explaining this decision, as well as 
condensed results, will be published in 
both Science and Nature journals, careful 
to exclude details that would make 
duplication of this mutated virus by 
terrorist groups or amateur researchers 
possible. A meeting of ambassadors 
chosen by the World Health 
Organization will be held next month 
in Geneva, in the hopes to address the 
foreboding questions surrounding this 
controversial research-and to avoid 
scenarios like those depicted in feature 
films Outbreak 1995 and Contagion 
(2011) from ever becoming a reality, 
says The New York Times.
Researchers Produce 
Airborne Bird Flu
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Worldin the 
On Jan. 1, 2012, Nigerian President 
Goodluck Jonathan’s government 
announced the removal of the 
country’s fuel subsidy which has 
caused fuel prices to soar in recent 
weeks. Following this news, several 
labor unions went on strike because 
of the sharp increase in prices. 
The country used a heavy military 
presence including armed check 
points in the commercial capital of 
Lagos. Protests initially started at the 
beginning of this month when the 
removal of the subsidy caused prices 
to increase from $.40 to $.86 (65 naira 
to 141 naira). CNN reported that “in 
a signal that the government has 
listened to public complaints about 
widespread corruption, the Economic 
and Financial Crimes Commission 
was tasked with investigating fraud 
over fuel imports and sales.” 
There has been a great deal of 
speculation about possible corruption 
following the discovery of a $4 
billion discrepancy between the 
amount of fuel that was reportedly 
subsidized and that which Nigeria 
actually consumes. According to 
Farouk Lawan, chairman of a House 
of Representatives committee probing 
subsidies, “What we have here is that 
59 million liters were discharged by 
vessels, but the daily consumption 
locally was 35 million liters.” Reuters 
noted that this discrepancy will 
further ignite the debate that the 
fuel subsidy actually benefits fuel 
importers and smugglers rather than 
ordinary Nigerians. Lawan also added 
that “Smuggling has been encouraged 
by the system ... if local consumption 
is 35 million liters per day and we are 
paying for 59 million ... we’re making 
available 24 million liters a day for 
importers to smuggle out.” 
Amidst all the criticism of the 
fuel subsidy removal and fraud 
allegations, the president made it 
clear that he was still committed 
to “the total deregulation of the 
downstream petroleum sector, not 
removal of subsidy alone,” which he 
said was “in the interest of the future 
of Nigeria.” A large majority of the 
country’s fuel is imported because its 
own oil refineries can only manage to 
produce 25% of their actually capacity. 
In order to keep prices low, the fuel 
subsidy was placed on the imported 
fuel. By eliminating the fuel subsidy 
altogether, the government reported 
they would save $6.2 billion. 
Goodluck With Those 
Oil Prices...
A few additions were made to cushion the Cowl portfolio 
from upcoming volatility the Cowl forecasts for 2012. As 
of right now (Jan. 25) and before additions, the portfolio 
is beating the S&P by almost 2 percent. The S&P has gone 
up 1.34 percent since November while the Cowl Portfolio 
is up 3.33 percent. Our highest performer  was Agilent 
Technologies (A), up more than 20% in the last three months. 
As far as additions go, we have added Procter & Gamble 
(PG), Kraft Foods Inc. (KFT), and General Mills (GIS) to 
the portfolio. 
The logic is simple. These companies produce necessity 
goods which are non-cyclical. The consumptions of 
products such as toothpaste, furniture cleaners, laundry 
detergents, Easy Mac (a favorite at PC), is relatively 
unresponsive to cyclical swings. These companies will 
provide shelter from the increased volatility largely due to 
uncertainty in Europe and low trading volumes. However, 
in order to be  positioned to benefit from an improved labor 
market, the portfolio retains its investments in technology, 
where we forecast the most  long-run expansion.
Cowl Portfolio
by  
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Stock Pick of The Week:
Procter & Gamble
Proctor & Gamble (PG) is a strong company to invest 
in for a few reasons. First, it is categorized as “Consumer/
Non-Cyclical.” This means exactly what you think it does. 
PG is not a volatile company, with respect to cyclical swings. 
As is predictable with non-cyclicals, PG has a Beta of .46, 
indicating that it is 54 percent less volatile than the market. 
PG is divided into two global business units (GBUs): 
Beauty/Grooming and Household Care. Together, they 
produce goods which are used every day. This is what makes 
PG a safe investment. Basically, no matter how bad the 
economy gets, people will still need deodorant. Speaking 
of which, PG has had great success with Old Spice after 
releasing a series of hit television commercials. 
Investors flocked to PG’s safety last year. Since mid-
August, PG grew 7.82 percent as investors sought protection 
from market volatility. The future of this stock really 
depends on key macro indicators. If labor market conditions 
improve, investors could move away from safe stocks like 
PG in favor of more high-beta growth stocks. Nevertheless, 
padding a portfolio with PG would not hurt, especially now. 
As PIMCO’s Muhammad El-Erian says, in 2012 it is best to 
be “generally defensive and selectively offensive.” 




Renewable Energy Group (REGI) was the first IPO to 
price in 2012. According to Seeking Alpha, REGI is the 
largest producer of biodiesel in the United States. Its 2010 
sales accounted for approximately 22 percent of the United 
States biodiesel production.  
REGI closed at $10.00 its opening day, missing its target 
of $13.00-$15.00. It is currently trading below that price at 
$9.82. Analysts have rather dismal forecasts for the firm. 
Critics at Seeking Alpha believed that the industry is 
dangerous at this point. Government regulation could 
hold back growth. REGI is particularly dependent on 
government investment and “there can be no assurance that 
Congress of the EPA will not repeal, curtail, or otherwise 
change the RFS2 program,” according to REGI’s registration 
statement with the SEC. The RFS2 program essentially 
mandates energy firms use a certain about of renewable 
fuel. Essentially, REGI is operating in a government-made 
market. 
Do not let this put your hopes down. We could very well 
see a turn-around in IPOs this year. The FTSE US IPO Index 
is beating the S&P by 4 percent, indicating that recent IPOs 
are beating the market. Investors could be building up an 
appetite for new companies. IPOs in the next few months 
will certainly be telling. 
by Arman Oganisian ’13
World Editor




President Goodluck Jonathan 
announced removal of national 
oil subsidies.
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that remain constant with the passage 
of time—respecting human life from 
conception until natural death and 
promoting the beauty of marriage 
between a man and a woman. The 
object of a democratic government 
is to represent the people, but also 
to protect the indefensible. I can’t 
trust a politician who would consent 
to see a life aborted, as if only some 
people are worthy to embrace life. 
The government would be punishing 
the unborn for the crime of not yet 
celebrating their birthdays by denying 
them of ever having the chance. 
My candidate would support the 
initiative of hundreds of thousands 
of Americans who assembled this 
past week in Washington, D.C., 
for the March for Life to assert 
their dedication to the gift of life. 
Man has known since the beginning 
of time that the most fundamental 
building block of life is the family. 
It always has been, and it always 
will be. The family is our rock, and 
without it we are utterly helpless, 
since it provides us with essential 
information about our past and our 
values. Our mothers and fathers each 
contribute to start a family and then to 
nurture it with their unique abilities 
and characteristics. My candidate will 
proudly acknowledge how amazing 
it is that men and women so perfectly 
complement one another, and will not 
promote a crooked understanding 
of marriage. In short, my candidate 
will understand that at the end of the 
day, it doesn’t matter what the GDP 
is or how the U.S. dollar compares 
to the yuan, but whether our souls 
are nourished with the simple 
truth and not highfalutin nonsense. 
by Beatriz Forster ’14
Commentary Staff
Page 13
The most important quality I look for 
in a presidential candidate is whether 
or not I could sit down and have a beer 
with him. I want to be able to relate. 
He should have the same background 
as me, or at least something similar in 
his history that I can cling to. If he is 
from a neighboring or the same state 
as me, that is a huge plus. I want to be 
inspired like at a Tony Robbins seminar 
with an inspirational speech—but 
don’t get too much into policy issues 
because then you will probably lose 
me.  No, this is not what I actually 
believe the ideal candidate should be. 
This is a caricature of the average voter. 
Too often we treat our politics like 
a reality television contest. We look 
for the candidates to tell us what we 
want to hear. We watch debates and 
look for “gotcha” moments and tune 
out whenever concrete policy is being 
discussed. We want to be amused and 
entertained, but never educated. We 
applaud when the candidates tug on our 
heartstrings and become disgusted when 
they tell us what we do not want to hear. 
Even when what we do not want 
to hear is this: We are trillions of 
dollars in debt, facing the specter of 
permanent higher unemployment, 
social security and Medicare 
bankruptcy, a foreign policy without 
clear direction, and implied taxpayer-
funded bailouts as far as the eye can see.
In 1844, President James K. Polk ran 
a campaign based on four policy goals. 
If elected, he promised to re-establish 
the independent treasury system, 
reduce tariffs, acquire some or all of 
the Oregon Territory, and acquire New 
Mexico and California from Mexico. 
In a time when there were no term 
limits, he also promised to serve only 
one term. Mr. Polk accomplished all 
four goals and declined to run for a 
second term. We went to war with 
Mexico and almost went to war with 
England for the third time in a century, 
but all of the policy goals were met. 
While Polk was President in a different 
time period in American history, the 
political climate was no less acrimonious. 
We like to look back to a time when 
politics were not filled with partisanship. 
Gridlock and bitter infighting are not 
anything new. It is merely amplified 
by the 21st century methods of 
communication. What Polk did was stand 
on principle with a simple plan of action. 
By serving only four years, he proved 
that he would govern on principle, 
rather than on public opinion and the 
vicissitudes of polling data. Today, first- 
term presidents hide their “true” agenda 
until the second term when they do not 
have to fear the historical “humility” 
of serving only one term. What Polk 
did over 150 years ago is exactly the 
kind of leadership we need today. 
No, I am not suggesting we invade 
Canada and seize a few provinces 
on a trumped-up pretext. What I am 
suggesting is that we select candidates 
who have a clear and simple vision for 
the country. Not a vision made up of 
flowery speeches and “can-do” false 
optimism, but a vision made up of bold 
policy proposals. I love an inspirational 
speech just as much as the next person, 
but I would suggest that it is precisely 
these types of speeches that have become 
the opiate of the 21st century masses. 
by Matt Santos ’14
Commentary Staff
I suppose I must begin this piece 
with a bit of embarrassing information. 
I am quite possibly the least politically 
savvy person on this campus. In fact, 
I am slightly ashamed that my work 
should be put on the same page as 
the ever-so-politically-informed Ewen 
Finser. I suppose he’s the greater 
authority, and it may be even counter 
intuitive to have me write on this 
subject! That being said, what I do 
know are interpersonal skills and what 
it means to be a good leader. And, if 
anything, I know that I seek these kinds 
of skills, a certain sense of integrity, 
and an unwavering dedication 
in my ideal president in 2012.
On the few occasions when I do 
attempt to politically educate myself, 
I often get frustrated with the intense 
party loyalties in much of Washington. 
Unaffiliated with a particular political 
party, I have little patience for 
instances in which members of a 
certain political party act solely along 
the lines of that party. In increasingly 
tumultuous times such as these, the 
political allegiances between parties, 
to me, seem insignificant. A sense 
of American unity resonates more 
strongly for my relatively uninformed 
self than the importance of one’s 
political standings. Perhaps it is 
idyllic, but forget the ratings, forget 
the polls, and do what is necessary 
for the betterment of our country. In 
order to provide this state of mind, I 
believe that this year’s election must 
produce a president of true integrity, 
who has an ability to focus on what is 
best for the nation even in the face of 
unpopular decisions, and a dedication 
to truly serving the American people.
Another thing that I hope the 
president elected in 2012 may be 
able to do is extricate myself and 
others like me from our disinterest 
in politics. While hardly an excuse 
for remaining uninformed, I 
cannot remember a time when a 
president in office has made me 
excited about American politics. My 
ideal commander-in-chief would 
inspire me to shed my ignorance 
and impassion me to take a vested 
interest in politics and to excite much 
of an often-complacent American 
public with its government’s 
practices. Of course, the newly 
elected president could do this in 
two ways. He could be so awful that 
I may be shocked and horrified into 
paying attention to the White House, 
or he may be so great, grand, and 
inspiring that I am truly interested. 
I sincerely hope that it’s the latter.
by Ewen Finser ’12
Commentary Staff
Who Is Your Ideal 
Commander-In-Chief?
Three Diverse Commentary 
Writers Cast Their Votes
My Candidate Will Respect Human Life
My Candidate Will Inspire Political Passion
My Candidate Will Have Solid Policies
The most crucial battle today 
does not concern economics or 
politics, domestic or foreign policy, 
as much as it wages war to win over 
the hearts and souls of men. When 
selecting my presidential candidate, 
the single most critical factor is not 
a brilliant plan to restore the ailing 
economy, but is rather the heart 
and soul of the candidate. This may 
sound like a Hallmark card or a show 
on Disney Channel, but it means a 
lot to me, and it should to you, too. 
You see, if we simply look at 
politics as a contest for power and 
assess its success by the ability of its 
players to persuade through rhetoric, 
then we have failed ourselves. The 
reason? Politicians are people, 
not automatons who can generate 
economic plans and balance budgets. 
Voting for a candidate without moral 
values is like biting into a block of 
chocolate only to realize that it’s 
hollow—there’s a very distinct feeling 
of disappointment. There has to be 
more to chocolate than that emptiness 
inside, or else it doesn’t quite satisfy 
our palates. A person who doesn’t 
consider his soul is cheating himself 
and only considering the superficial—
the changing policy issues. A 
candidate who deems religion of no 
importance, or whose values alter 
with the times, has no appeal to me. 
My ideal candidate’s values are 
those most central to the dignity of 
the human person as well as those 
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“ The women of pc are no longera forgoTTen parT of hisTory.  ”
January 26, 2012
Dressed to Impress Mother Nature. Some nights are just meant to be spent 
lounging. By “lounging,” I mean doing laundry, eating snacks, and watching 
movies in the dorm, all while wearing pajama pants, preferably plaid. I 
know that some people go to parties multiple times a week. However, what 
I didn’t know was that some people would go to extreme measures to get 
to these parties. While I was waiting for laundry and while on the elevator, 
people gave me quite a few looks filled with condescension, as if to say, 
“Why isn’t she wearing a short skirt and heels to trek through the snow like 
me?” I thought it was odd that some girls, who could barely walk through 
the snow with their boots on in the sunlight, were going to attempt to walk 
across campus in towering heels and tight dresses in the dark. Did they 
think that the heel would work as some sort of ice pick, stabilizing their 
walk? I suppose that, against all odds, people are going to go out. I question 
whether it’s for the fun of adventuring through the snow, whether they lost 
a bet, or whether it’s merely because they believe going out is the only way 
to have fun on the weekend. My suggestion is to at least dress sensibly. Wear 
better shoes and put on warmer clothing. Or, if you’re feeling rebellious 
and really want to tell Mother Nature that she’s not stopping your fun, 
stay in and have fun in the comfort of your own dorm.—Kelly Sullivan ’15
Lazy and Loving It. I especially dislike those awkward winter break recaps 
that everyone tries to have with each other this time of year. A.) because they 
tend to be exhausting and forced, and B.) because I’m pretty sure that I just 
raised the all-time bar for “extended period of laziness” after my exemplary 
performance over the last few weeks; and yes, your winter internship or 
service project was a hell of a lot more productive than anything I did.  As 
Louis C.K. might describe it, I was most definitely a “non-contributing 
zero.”  So was my dog, Charlie; the two of us straight up chilled on my couch 
for four weeks (he probably burned more calories, though).  The only thing 
that kept my dignity somewhat afloat throughout the whole ordeal was that 
I was technically “medically restricted.” I had intensive shoulder surgery 
on December 20, and my doctor told me to “rest and ice for the next few 
weeks.” I heard that as “become one with recliner, watch an embarrassing 
amount of TV shows and movies, play (and beat) multiple video games, 
eat pity food from friends and family, and see how long you can go 
without changing locations.”  I didn’t hate it.  My “serious” condition did 
actually call for a little caution.  Everyone has a protective capsule around 
his or her shoulder that keeps the joint tightly intact.  After a high school 
football injury, years of spontaneous, unprovoked dislocations, and a total 
reluctance to deal with it, I reduced that thing to rubble (or what my doctor 
reassuringly described as “two pieces of frayed scotch tape”).  Anyway, after 
the surgery, my doctor said that it absolutely needed to scar properly, so it 
was imperative that I isolate all movement and be sure to not overexert in fear 
of disrupting the adhesive and blah, blah, blah.  English translation: “Relax 
and don’t move around too much.”  No problem, man.—Max Widmer  ’12
Whatever preconceived notions you 
may have of the first coeds to graduate 
in the history of Providence College—
forget them. The women of PC are 
no longer a forgotten part of history. 
In 1969, Dr. Paul van K. Thompson, 
former academic vice president, was 
selected as chairman of the special 
committee that studied the question 
of admitting female students to 
the College’s regular, four-year 
undergraduate program. Women 
were the guinea pigs for testing the 
possibility of coeducation at PC. 
Now, we outnumber the percentage 
of males enrolled in the College. 
The women who first enrolled in 
1971 were considered a disturbance 
to a “healthy, all-male atmosphere,” 
according to the Providence Evening 
Bulletin. Those who did graduate were 
reminded to keep “realistic career 
goals” in mind, partly because many 
of them were already married. On 
May 29, 1973, Dr. Karen Holland—a 
current history professor at PC—and 
Fay Saber Rozovsky were the first 
female day school summa cum laude 
graduates. However, the first females 
to complete a four-year day school 
undergraduate program received 
their degrees on May 27, 1975. Despite 
popular opinion, the history of 
women at PC did not begin in the ’70s. 
Sisters of the Order of St. Dominic 
and Mercy took the first courses 
ever offered at PC. Therefore, 
women established their roots at 
the College in 1918.  In 1926, 11 
sisters graduated from PC. In 1952, 
a group of women received graduate 
degrees. In 1953, Agnes Burke was 
the first female to teach a course, 
“How to Read Faster and Better.” 
Many think that the milestones 
women accomplished on campus 
ended on May 27, 1975. This is false. 
On July 1, 1975, Sister Leslie 
Straub, O.P.—current professor of 
anthropology—was the first female 
faculty member to receive tenure. 
Professor of English Jane Lunin Perel 
was the first director of the Women’s 
Studies Program in 1994. Laurie 
Moise ’12 is the first student and (by 
default) female to receive the Rotary 
Ambassadorial scholarship, which she 
will partake in upon matriculation. 
I only discovered this information 
because I became intrigued on my 
own. I wanted to learn more of the 
details regarding the history of 
women at PC, so I did a Google search. 
Nothing came up. I went to old issues 
of The Cowl and other campus-wide 
publications. I found nothing. Finally, 
I went to PC’s archives, and I walked 
away with a short “Chronology of 
Firsts” (compiled by former archivist 
Jane Jackson) paired with a response 
equally as disappointing:  “I’ll keep 
looking and get back to you after 
winter break.” This response was 
sincere; Robin Rancourt legitimately 
needed time to investigate the issue. 
When I returned to campus, 
Rancourt reached out to me; she had 
assembled a folder of news clippings 
that documented the feasibility of 
coeducation. In 1981, one friar said, 
“women have added academically and 
socially; the best thing PC ever did was 
go co-ed!” The statement is appalling 
or even humorous (in a twisted way). 
The examples listed above are only 
a few, and I fear that they do not 
fairly capture the impact women have 
had on this campus. I know a few 
professors here—male and female—
that were present for the school’s 
official transition from all male to co-
ed in 1971, and it was doubtless the 
turning point for the College. But I 
can assure you that the above facts are 
not shared on tours, on the College’s 
Web sites, or in courses. Why? 
Uncovering PC’s
Forgotten Sex
The PC Trademark. Searching to understand the similarities and changes 
in the student body over time, I stumbled upon articles written by students 
from the last decade on the online Cowl Web site. Many of the remarkable 
traditions continue to thrive on campus. I was not surprised to discover 
students excitedly sharing their feelings about looking forward to attending 
10:30 Mass on  Sunday. Students also appreciated their professors: “Such 
extraordinary effort from the great professors is found in the form of 
prepared lectures, having those extra minutes outside of office hours, and 
talking with students, not to them.” There were similar rumors about 
“students being attacked and held at gunpoint,” although the rumor was 
revealed to be a “dispute between a male and female companion, and not 
an assault by an unknown assailant.”  Apparently in 2001, students sneakily 
walked out of Ray with random dishware and would bring them back 
dirty the next day in order to avoid washing the dishes. In 2002, people 
still viewed Blockbuster as disorganized; John McHugh predicted its future 
by questioning, “Does anyone rent these movies?” In contrast, Stephanie 
Pietros wasn’t as accurate with her prediction as she shared her opinion in 
response to certain cities fluorinating their water supply: “I propose that we 
all stop using toothpaste, as it too has fluoride in it. It doesn’t matter that 
our teeth may rot out of our mouths; we will be at peace with our bodily 
anatomy.” Not only is it fascinating to realize the different perspectives 
from students over the years, but you can also research to discover whether 
the topics that each student would regularly discuss relates to what these 
students are involved with today. If you are interested in reading more 
articles from the last decade, visit Thecowl.com.—Christina Moazed ’15
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Most of us gain our knowledge of 
Italy and its people through what we 
see in the movies, what we watch on 
television, and what we eat. We all 
know about the gangsters from The 
Godfather, the guidos on Jersey Shore, 
and the food we consume on Federal 
Hill. But since I have just returned 
from a semester abroad in Rome, it 
is clear to me that the American view 
of Italians is quite different from 
who they truly are. They are some 
of the most passionate people in the 
world. And although I may be biased 
from a great experience abroad, I 
believe that there is much more to 
the Italian culture beyond what has 
been brought to us by the media. 
Italy is a country that places a high 
emphasis on family and savoring 
every moment. Italians dress like 
every day is a fashion show, watch 
a soccer game like it is life and 
death, and ride motorcycles on their 
morning commute like it is a rat race. 
The average Italian eats half a pound 
of bread per day, and 26 gallons of 
wine and 60 pounds of pasta per year. 
It is a visually beautiful country, 
with sweeping Tuscan vineyards, 
never-ending canals in Venice, and 
Renaissance art in Florence. Italians 
live beautiful lives, but that is not to 
say that the country is one without 
problems. The country is deeply 
fragmented between the north and 
south, with the north maintaining a high 
French and Austrian influence, while 
the south is known for its ties with the 
mafia and is generally discriminated 
against. The government is deep 
in debt and the prime minister has 
recently stepped down after a series 
of violent and dangerous riots against 
him. It is a country that is in a major 
state of transition, but also one that 
holds on to the values that has made it 
one of the most beautiful and powerful 
countries in the world for ages. 
One of the biggest Italian-American 
influences we have today is MTV’s 
Jersey Shore. While it is widely known 
that its cast is not completely Italian, 
the members of the show maintain a 
grip on our culture, and its impression 
will be felt for a long time. The cast 
members traveled to Florence this past 
summer and were hardly welcomed 
with open arms, yet their mark was 
still felt throughout the entire country. 
True Italians hardly relate at all to the 
type of people on Jersey Shore. Italians 
go out and drink socially, but nothing 
like the amount of binge drinking 
done by the cast of the Jersey Shore. 
Italians live their lives to the fullest, 
and we can either choose to interpret 
their lifestyle from what we know on 
the Jersey Shore, or from what we know 
of their deep and fruitful history. 
The history of Italy ranges from the 
ancient times of the gladiators in the 
Colosseum, to the popes in Vatican 
City, to the fascism under Mussolini 
in the 1920s. Italians have shaped 
the world that we live in today, and 
it is only appropriate that we pay 
homage to them, not embarrass them. 






Where to Find Her: 
Wandering around Concannon
Favorite Music: 
Foster the People, Coldplay, and Kanye West 
Annoys Her Most: 
Bad Manners 





“ iTaly is a counTry ThaT places high emphasison family and savoring every momenT. ”
When in Rome...
Miller ’13 Reflects On Her 
Semester as a Roman
    I would like to express my gratitude to all the wonderful students who 
came to Raymond Hall on Dec. 11, 2011 to sing Christmas carols to me. I 
was so touched by their thoughtfulness and kindness. It is students such as 
these that make me feel proud to be part of their lives at Providence College. 
I would also like to thank all of the students who expressed opinions of my 
new job function. I will always be grateful for your support. Despite this new 
situation, I will continue to be there for you all. I enjoy and look forward to 
you sharing your problems, adventures, and just a laugh with me. I wish you 
all a happy New Year and a wonderful semester. 
                                                                                                       —Janina Goszcz
@thecowl
Demoe Continues to Question Al at PC 
I am aghast with the stance that Amnesty International has taken former 
President George W. Bush to be arrested as a war criminal. National Review 
Magazine reported in its Dec. 31, 2011 issue. Last October, Amnesty asked 
Canada to do the job [Bush was visiting the British Columbia]. More recently, 
it asked Ethiopia, Tanzania, or Zambia to do the job. 
I was amused with the Zambian Foreign minister, Chishimba Kambwilli, 
who responded, “On what basis does Amnesty International want to arrest 
Bush? Tell them to hang, and also please ask them to create their own country 
and wait for Mr. Bush to visit their country so that they can arrest him to suit 
their wish and not here in Zambia.” 
Well spoken. Perhaps Kathryn McCann ’12, who is president of the AI 
chapter at PC, could inform us readers of The Cowl why AI wants George W. 
Bush arrested in next week’s issue. Incidentally, his story is interpretation. It 
surely is much too early to tell whether George W. Bush will share company 
with the great, good, nearly forgotten, or generally reviled past presidents. 
Bush’s presidency needs careful securitization. Future examination will tell. 
Further, President Bush told Pope John Paul II during his first term in office 
to the Holy. See, that he was pro-life. After all, Andy Kowall ’10, former Cowl 
commentary writer and the former AI chapter president in 2010, said that the 
AI presence on the PC campus was necessary. What for?
In conclusion, I firmly believe that AI is not necessary on the PC campus. 
AI should apologize to George W. Bush and all military veterans for wanting 
the 43rd president arrested, especially the PC Army cadets who received a 
2nd lt. commission and by serving in Afghanistan and Iraq. Since the PC 
administration allowed AI a venue on campus, does it believe that George W. 
Bush should be arrested as a war criminal? A response would be appreciated. 
                                                                             —Russell Demoe ‘73 and ‘82G
Janina Thanks PC Students
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by Fr. James Cuddy, O.P.
16 The Cowl  January 26, 2012
In my humble opinion, the Kardashians are geniuses. I am about to go 
all cliché fifth-grade essay on your a$$es right now, but here it goes. 
Dictionary.com defines a genius as one who has “a natural ability or capacity” 
or “a distinctive character or spirit, as of a nation, period, or language.”  So 
Kim, Khloe, and Kourtney are not geniuses in the sense that they are blind 
cellists, six-year-old tennis prodigies, or the curers of cancer, but they are 
geniuses in the sense that they have the natural ability to entice.  And by entice, 
I mean they make you sit down every Sunday night at 10 p.m., turn off your 
brain, and watch a complete and utter trainwreck of humility.  Was this the 
America our forefathers were conjuring up centuries ago?  Is the American 
Dream truly realized after one makes a sex tape, marries a professional 
athlete, and has her own reality television series on E!?  Though I, too, am 
guilty of indulging in the loss of brain cells which comes from an hour of 
the abomination that is the Mecca of all reality television shows, I ask all of 
you to remember the genius of the Kardashians as you sit there munching 
on your 100-Calorie Packs, drooling over their glamour.  We, as educated 
individuals, cannot resist them.  They are so stupid that it is funny.  Kourtney 
Kardashian participated in extreme couponing because she thought it would 
be a fun hobby.  While living in a hotel that comes with full services and 
heaps of amenities, she used her coupons to buy an obscene supply of paper 
towels.  Was she going to clean with them?  Does she clean up spilt spaghetti 
sauce like a real person?  They are so materialistic that it hurts.  Scott Disick 
saw a grand piano in a window, decided he wanted it, went into the store 
and bought it, and had it delivered to him that day.  Do he and I live on the 
same planet?  They are so beautiful that you want to stop eating immediately. 
Kim Kardashian’s skin looks like there are diamonds in her foundation!  She 
freaking glows.  Yet she insists her rear end is real and we all saw the x-ray to 
prove it.  Girlfriend’s got a donk!  They are so hateful you want to be them.  They 
get what they want exactly when they want it, yet I love them.  That is genius.









Dear Tiffany & Earl, 
My boyfriend is pro-life and I am pro-
choice. This had never been an issue in our 
relationship until we got back from Winter 
Break and were considering consummating 
things. We were talking about hypotheticals. 
For example, if I got pregnant I would get 
an abortion because I am not ready to be 
a mother. The day after our argument he 
boarded a bus to participate in The March for 
Life. I really like my boyfriend but how can we 
work through this?
Sincerely,
Having Second Thoughts 
Dear Overthinker,
  It seems silly to consider breaking 
up with a boyfriend you love just 
because you don’t agree on some 
political issue that has been a point 
of dissension since…well, forever. 
It’s almost as ridiculous as quitting 
your job and joining some hedonistic 
cult of naked women because the world might end 
in 2012. You become like that family from Blast 
from the Past that hides in a bomb shelter for years, 
subsisting on cans of peas because they think the 
Russians have taken over America. See what happens 
when you live your life based on hypotheticals? 
Although theoretically this may be considered a 
matter of life and death (for the unborn fetus you may 
or may not end up carrying in your womb), the fact of 
the matter is that you aren’t pregnant, and therefore, 
your opinions have no basis in real life. You are 
arguing over an imaginary issue, which makes you 
sound like a couple of bickering philosophers, and we 
all know how that ends…oh wait, it doesn’t.  That’s 
why they Sartre blathers on in his 750 page books, 
attempting to make a point but never quite doing so. 
My advice: Save the debating for your ethics class, 
buy some condoms, and get back to the good stuff. 
Dear Thought,
Couple of problems. Firstly, who 
unironically calls it “consummating,” 
you overwrought poopgrinner. 
Secondly, you probably should have 
resolved this issue before calling 
each other Boyfriend and Girlfriend. 
That’s a lot of Commitment. Did you 
already start holding hands or are you 
only at the blushing and note-passing 
stage? Because a couple incapable of having a mature 
conversation is a couple unworthy of enjoying the 
sensual fruits of human love. You don’t get to perform 
adult acts if you don’t act like adults. It’s the law. 
Furthermore if you are actually worried enough about 
motherhood now, you should consider Googling the 
word “contraception.” And if you still mess up and get 
baby’d up, you’ll just have to deal with that Real World 
Problem without your buddy Earl’s help because Earl 
has never been pregnant and doesn’t plan on trying it. 
Talk to the Bee Eff about your beef with his views on 
babies and souls and like whatever. If you guys have 
irreconcilable differences, you can organize a Facebook 
divorce. You’re a chick so you’re probably always 
babbling about open communication, etc., etc. This is 
when it actually matters. Texting each other little hearts 
and changing your profile pictures to each other’s 
faces is not meaningful dialogue, but Condom Chat is. 
Like millions of Americans, I’ve been watching the Republican debates 
with keen interest over the past few months. And now, some nine 
months before we go to the polls to elect the next president, I’ve made 
up my mind. I’m going to cast a ballot for Harrison Ford’s character 
from Air Force One. I know that many people haven’t yet rallied behind 
his candidacy. I realize that he’ll have obstacles to overcome (like being 
a fictitious figure from a 1997 movie), but he’s my man. He beats up 
hijackers, utters memorable quotes, and looks good doing it. Boom. Done. 
If only it were so easy to pick the right candidate. But in today’s frustrating 
political environment, there are no simple or straightforward choices. As the 
American bishops have noted, “Catholics may feel politically disenfranchised, 
sensing that no party and too few candidates fully share the Church’s 
comprehensive commitment to the life and dignity of every human being from 
conception to natural death.” There are those who are solid on the question 
of abortion and other life issues, but shaky on economic matters that threaten 
the dignity of the poor. There are others whose stances on immigration deftly 
balance respect for the law with the rights of immigrants and refugees, but are 
suspect when it comes to the just use of force in international conflicts. With 
no perfect party or candidate, what are we supposed to do when it comes to 
Election Day and all of the politically charged days between now and then?
The answer is deceptively simple: Turn to your faith to help you form 
your consciences well. The Church is not going to tell you who to vote for. 
But its teaching is intended, as Pope Benedict has said, “to stimulate greater 
insight into the authentic requirements of justice.” It makes perfect sense 
when you think about it. Christ came among us to show us what it means 
to be truly human and fully alive. He says it himself in John’s Gospel: “I 
came that they may have life, and have it abundantly.” In his person and 
in the Church he founded, Jesus never stops showing us what is true and 
good. He teaches us what it means to be free, and how to use that freedom in 
ways that promote the dignity of each person as well as the common good.
In the days and months ahead, we’ll all be besieged by countless 
advertisements related to the coming elections. Many of the candidates will 
try to win your vote by smearing their opponents. Most of the ads will be 
paid for by groups with phony, patriotic-sounding names (Stephen Colbert’s 
“Americans for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow,” for example). Almost all of 
them will treat you like you’re an idiot who can be swayed by a 15-second 
sound bite. Don’t be fooled. The only way to make sense of the urgent political 
and social questions that face our nation is through prayerfully forming our 
consciences in accord with human reason and the teachings of the Church.
Or you can just vote for Harrison Ford. That’s what I’m going to do. 
January 26, 2012
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What was your favorite part of winter break?
PhotographyRoving
“The 10 pounds we gained.”
Kate Ryan ’14, Liz Fitz ’12
“Skinny dipping in the ocean!”
TJ Hiler ’13
“Doing nothing!”
Alex Warhall ’15, David Roussel ’15 
“Exploring foreign communist lands.”
Kevin Smith ’12, Robbie Smith-MacDonald ’12,    
DJ McSwiggan ’12
   “Hiding in trash cans.”
 -A Providence College Squirrel 
“Spending time with our girlfriends.”
DJ Condry ’13, Mike Keane ’13
“Watching all six seasons of Dexter . . . Alone.’”
Elizabeth Jennes ’14, Maggie Boynton ’14
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BILLY NAWROCKI ’12/ THE COWL
SAADIA AHMAD ’14/ THE COWL
In memory and honor of Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., and his persistent advocacy calling for 
the eradication of national racial discrimination, 
the Balfour Office of Multicultural Activities, 
in cosponsorship with a litany of other 
organizations and departments, held a series of 
events and lectures addressing topics of social 
justice, leadership skills, and equality.
LEFT:
Dr. Chard deNiord of the Department of English delivers 
a speech detailing his childhood experiences in the 
midst of Dr. King leading the fight against racism.
BELOW RIGHT:
Alumni Andrew Jacques ’09 (right), Eve Driscoll  ’00 
(center), and Kelly Hughes  ’11 (left) return to PC after 
entering vocational work, sharing their passion for 
specific causes and insight regarding the importance 
of citizenship.





 by Bridget Reed  ’12 
ABOVE:
Ed Cimini, ’76, hosted the students on the PC in Hollywood trip in his home for a fantastic dinner. On top of dinner, he also dug up an old 
Cowl from  ’76, when he was announced as the new Editor-in-Chief!
Mick pulls an appearance from the British PM’s event at Davos 
to avoid political affiliations.
ABOVE:
Of the many professionals the students met with, two memorable 
guests were Peter Farrelly, director of Dumb and Dumber (and PC alum!), 
and Shannon Makhanian, a very successful casting director.
PC IN PICTURES...
HOLLYWOOD EDITION! All Pictures by 





If there’s anything that film enthusiasts 
do best, it’s anticipate movies. This 
involves in-depth analysis of spoilers, 
impassioned criticism of leaked photos, 
and opening night costume preparation, 
all for a movie that doesn’t open for 
several months. If this sounds like a 
regular afternoon, what follows will 
tell you nothing new. But if your first 
knowledge of every movie comes from 
the first trailer, read on to see what the 
hype is, and will be, all about.
by Jorge Lucas ’12           
A&E Staff
Skyfall, November 9
If you saw Quantum of Solace, I understand 
your reservations about another James Bond 
flick. Fortunately, Daniel Craig and the 
producers felt the same way. That’s why they 
recruited Oscar-winning director Sam Mendes 
to craft a character-driven story and Javier 
Bardem and Ralph Fiennes to add some real 
gravity to the villains. And in case the ladies 
were going to bow out, I hear Daniel Craig 
takes his shirt off, again.
The Hobbit: An Unexpected 
Journey, December 14
It felt like Peter Jackson tortured us for ages 
by avoiding the prequel to his monolithic 
Lord of the Rings trilogy. Not only is he finally 
making The Hobbit, but he’s spoiling us with two 
installments. The trailer, promising Gandalf’s 
backstory and much dwarf chanting, sent chills 
down my spine. The real challenge, however, 
will be to balance the book’s innocent fun with 
the LOTR films’ dark and brooding tone.
The Avengers, May 4
If ever there was a reason for fanboys to 
camp out, it couldn’t be any better than The 
Avengers. Geek god Joss Whedon (Firefly, 
Buffy) assembles Marvel’s greatest heroes—
Captain America, Iron Man, Thor, Hulk, 
Black Widow, and Hawkeye—in film history’s 
most epic cross-over ever. The comic-book-
slash-movie-company has been riding its 
most successful wave and this could be its 
tsunami, but hopefully it still has more to 
deliver in the future.
Django Unchained, December 25
This is the only completely original film 
on the list, but what do you expect from 
Quentin Tarantino? After blowing our minds 
by rewriting history and putting together an 
amazing cast for Inglourious Basterds, he’s out 
to do it again, this time in the slave-owning 
South. Jamie Foxx plays a former slave who 
trains with bounty hunter Christoph Waltz to 
take back his wife, Kerry Washington, from 
Leonardo DiCaprio. Whose right-hand man is 
Samuel L. Jackson. Mind blown yet?
Prometheus, June 8
Save one, this is the only non-sequel of the 
list. Or is it? Speculation has swirled about 
Ridley Scott’s latest and its connection to his 
Alien series. Though he has claimed that it 
only contains “strands of Alien’s DNA,” the 
first trailer suggests otherwise. Scott seems 
to have struck the right tone, and with 
great screenwriter Damon Lindelof and a 
spectacular cast including Noomi Rapace 
and Michael Fassbender, this could be a 
return to his original game-changing horror.
The Dark Knight Rises, July 20
Christopher Nolan’s anticipation meter 
grows exponentially with each movie he 
makes, which means this final Batman 
movie could cause the apocalypse. Fanboy 
opinion has oscillated between steadfast 
devotion to Nolan, skepticism toward 
Tom Hardy’s Bane voice, and horror at 
Anne Hathaway’s Catwoman costume. 
But considering Nolan’s other crazy ideas, 
namely, Heath Ledger as the Joker and all 
of Inception, chances are he’ll be right again. 
In Nolan We Trust!
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by Alexandra Tilden ’15        
A&E Staff
EDITOR  VS.  EDITOR
This Week: Favorite Study Spot
Tim Morris
Favorite: The Cowl Office
Sarah O’Brien
Favorite: Slavin Overlook Lounge
COURTESY OF counter-currents.com
I was probably not alone in going 
to see this highly publicized book-
made-movie over the break. The 
GWDT series is one of the most 
riveting, startling, and appalling 
trilogies I’ve ever come across. Some 
of the stuff in there is just plain 
messed up. Nevertheless, I felt the 
need to watch it on film, interested 
as always to see how my imagined 
rendition of the novel matched up 
with how it would play out on the 
big screen. 
Overall, it was a solid movie. It 
was well made, had a good cast, 
and stayed true to the book where 
it counted the most. However, there 
were two major problems with it, 
which I feel need to be aired out 
for any prospective viewers. You 
could walk into the theater one of 
two ways: having read the book 
and knowing exactly what was 
going to happen, or having no idea 
what you were in for. Either way, 
there were issues. 
In scenario A, the movie drags out 
almost as much as the book does, 
except this time you know every 
twist and turn. You spend the first 
The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo
(a.k.a. The Girl without Eyebrows)2012 MOVIE PREVIEW
two hours waiting for the movie 
to hurry up already and get to the 
climax, because you don’t need to 
be spoon-fed the details of the case 
or of either of the main character’s 
personal lives. 
That being said, I’d be far more 
concerned for the people of scenario 
B. As shocking and bizarre as it was 
to read this plotline, seeing it on 
screen could be described as no less 
than permanently scarring. I’d be 
surprised if the majority of people 
in this group can even make it to the 
end, because there are some scenes 
that are downright disgusting. 
However, if they can stomach 
it, they’ll probably have a more 
entertaining trip to the movies than 
those of group A. 
Despite its flaws, it is a well put-
together film; even I, who had read 
ahead of time, found myself closing 
my eyes in terrified anticipation at 
some points. I’m not saying don’t 
go see it. I’m simply stating a buyer 
beware; you definitely need to know 
what you’re getting into before 
you purchase your ticket. You may 
want to invest in a double feature, 
and check out The Muppets or The 
Smurfs right after, to minimize the 
possibility of nightmares.
Her View: If studying were a sport, I wouldn’t even make the JV team. 
So, as an easily distracted studying-benchwarmer, I can’t make it in the 
big leagues (the library). Someone walking by is all it takes for me to 
lose focus. So, what are my options? Lower campus? Too far, I’m lazy. 
Feinstein? Just try studying in a room with motion sensor lights…having 
to get up and dance around every 15 minutes isn’t as fun as it sounds. 
Lower Slavin is worse than the library and my dorm lounge is always 
full. Then, there’s the Slavin Overlook Lounge, which is where I am now, 
writing this. It’s so quiet, I am afraid to eat my McPhail’s popcorn, because 
I’m sure my chewing would make approximately as much noise as an 
atomic bomb. There aren’t a lot of people here to distract me. I have my 
choice of couches, chairs, or tables to use. There are bathrooms nearby 
and food isn’t far. The comfortable and silent Slavin Overlook Lounge 
is where you’ll find me studying (or tweeting about how I should be 
studying).
Her View of Tim: In theory, this sounds like the perfect study spot— 
isolated and filled with anything you may need (computers, paper, pens). 
But if you’re like me, you can’t be anywhere near a computer while 
studying, or else you’ll end up posting a status (“intenCIV studying”) 
and then proceed to spend hours exploring the fascinating World Wide 
Web, which never fails to provide ways to procrastinate. Plus, the Cowl 
office is home to countless other distractions—cartoons of staff members 
on the walls, joke headlines and pictures placed in articles before they’re 
sent to print, crazy quotes on Post-Its…you get the idea. Not to mention 
the insane Cowl writers themselves, who could enter the room at any time. 
Tim must be a varsity studier—maybe even D1—if he can encounter the 
Cowl writers and still get work done. A+ Tim, I’m impressed.  
His View: The Cowl office is quite possibly the most isolated spot 
on campus. Think of the chocolate factory from Willy Wonka. Nobody 
ever goes in, nobody ever comes out. Because no one (excluding the 
staff and a few groupies) knows where the office is, the number of 
interruptions is reduced to zero. Last semester, during finals week, I 
spent several late nights in this deep recesses of Slavin. All the supplies 
I needed were within arm’s reach. When the time came to restock on 
food and energy drinks, Alumni served as my very expensive, not-so-
mini fridge. This is not to say that the Cowl office is without its flaws. 
Most frustrating is the lack of cell phone reception. Yes, the office is so 
tucked away that it could withstand a nuclear attack. There’s a lack of 
natural sunlight as well. Without any windows, the serotonin levels 
can dip even while time seems to speed up.
His View of Sarah: So vain, Sarah, so vain. Slavin Overlook Lounge 
is one of several places on campus where people go to see and be seen. 
Have you ever walked into a Starbucks and noticed the overwhelming 
number of yuppies hammering away on their keyboards? It’s not 
because they can’t afford Internet access at their own homes; they 
definitely can—especially if whatever manifesto they’re writing is 
being fueled by two or three overpriced cups of coffee. So, do you 
really enjoy studying? Does the thought of Civ reading make you 
grin? It’s best to get that work done as quickly as possible—just like 
ripping off a bandage. But if you still want to be seen hitting the books, 
knock yourself out. Maybe someone will take notice of the way you 
study. Maybe that someone will walk over and ask you out. “Hey, I 
like the way you turn those pages. We should date.”
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SOPA What? PIPA Who?
Florence Gets Flak For Music Video
by Marisa Urgo ’14             
A&E Staff
COURTESY OF CAUSEEQUALSTIME.COM
Wednesday, Jan. 18, was a 
rough day for Providence College 
students. We were halfway through 
syllabus week and our assignments 
were already piling up, so it was 
time to hit the books…and by books 
I mean Internet…and by Internet 
I mean Wikipedia. Imagine my 
surprise when I went to look up 
my first Civ figure of the semester 
and the site was blacked out. With 
sites like Wikipedia, StumbleUpon, 
and even Google limiting their 
access in protest of the Stop Online 
Piracy Act (SOPA), it was the first 
time that many had heard about 
the controversial SOPA/PIPA anti-
piracy legislation.  The proposed 
law has been receiving increased 
attention since it was introduced 
in November of 2011. It is no secret 
that the Internet has seemingly 
endless sources for illegally 
downloading music, watching 
movies that just hit theatres, and 
spreading false information, which 
is why members of Congress feel 
strongly about ending piracy. It 
is also no secret that, as college 
students, we greatly benefit from 
some of these “piratic” services. 
So, what exactly does SOPA/PIPA 
mean for us music lovers, film 
appreciators, and general pop 
culture junkies?
How am I supposed to watch movies 
the day after they are released?
SOPA’s first targets would be sites 
like the now-terminated, offshore 
video host Megavideo, which 
was infamous for having a wide 
variety of the latest movies and 
television episodes for immediate 
viewing. If SOPA passes, then sites 
like Megavideo will be blacklisted 
and eventually terminated. So am 
I supposed to wait four days to 
watch Gossip Girl on its actual Web 
site? According to SOPA, yeah, 
that’s the point. Sites like Hulu will 
remain intact since they have the 
consent of the television networks 
to host the videos. These sites 
would profit even more than they 
already do because of the influx of 
viewers, and proportionally, the 
increase in advertisements. 
What happens to my YouTube/
Tumblr/Pinterest/StumbleUpon 
account?
SOPA has the potential to 
blacklist sites that host anything 
from audio bytes to video clips that 
are copyrighted. So, all of those 
songs and videos that you’ve liked, 
pinned, and reposted would be 
taken down. According to Reuters, 
with SOPA’s effects, YouTube 
would be just a fraction of what 
it is today and within a few years, 
it would be a thing of the past. If 
SOPA goes through, domains like 
Tumblr and StumbleUpon would 
likely be completely restructured 
to meet SOPA’s requirements, 
which would mean far less content.
Is it time to delete my Facebook and 
Twitter?
We live in a shareable world. 
When we see things that are worth 
The Facebook newsfeed is a 
viable tool. When scrolling the other 
day, I came across an acquaintance 
criticizing the release of the new 
music video for “No Light, No Light” 
by Florence + the Machine.  As soon as 
I read that she called it “disgustingly 
racist,” of course, I had to click.  
Florence + the Machine is the name 
for English singer Florence Welsh’s 
band, mostly known for its hit “Dog 
Days Are Over.” It’s mostly seen as a 
mix of indie pop and alternative rock, 
similar to Imogen Heap, although I 
think its sound is unique. 
The “No Light, No Light” music 
video begins with a man painted in 
oil with a sack over his face using a 
voodoo doll that is representative of 
Florence. The sack is ripped off, and 
thus begins the chase between the 
two over a chorus of, “No light, no 
light in your bright blue eyes / I never 
knew daylight could be so violent 
/ A revelation in the light of day / 
You can choose what stays and what 
fades away / And I’d do anything to 
make you stay.” In the end, Florence 
cascades through a pool of light, 
breaks a stained glass church window, 
and is seemingly rescued by a choir of 
altar boys. 
As soon as the video hit the 
Internet, people began speculating 
that there were racist undertones to 
the video. Much of this stems from the 
fact that the voodoo man is thought to 
be painted in “blackface.” Blackface is 
a form of theatrical makeup that was 
popular in minstrel and vaudeville 
shows in the early 1900s, and is 
generally considered highly offensive 
for portraying stereotypes of African-
Americans. However, I am positive 
this was not Florence’s intention. One 
problem with accusing Florence of 
racism is that the man in the video 
doesn’t appear to be in traditional 
blackface, as he does not have its 
exaggerated qualities and is simply a 
man painted in grease or black paint. 
He is not meant to represent any 
offensive stereotype, as the traditional 
blackface did. The actual race of the 
man in the video is unclear. The other 
major aspect of the video that offends 
people is the fact that the choir is 
made up of all white boys, rather than 
mixed races. 
Although Florence + the Machine 
How the government is cracking down on piracy
showing to members of our virtual 
social networks, we don’t think 
twice before clicking the post 
button. Think about all of the times 
you have posted a funny picture on 
Twitter or a melodramatic YouTube 
video as your status. If you post 
content that is pirated, then you 
will run the risk of having your 
account terminated. Such posts 
could earn you five years in jail, 
but before you start looking for 
a lawyer, remember that if SOPA 
passes, it has enough opponents 
in Congress to slim down the bill’s 
harsh punishments.
has not made a public comment 
about the video, I think it is being 
misinterpreted. In my opinion, the 
video is not about race, but about the 
symbolism behind light and dark. 
The black body paint was done for 
the purpose of conveying evil, as is 
traditionally done in artistic works. 
The light in the video was meant to 
illustrate knowledge or goodness. 
Florence chose to express the villain 
in the video through the symbol of 
darkness, while the choir and Florence 
herself represent goodness, shown by 
the light. The dark chasing a woman 
who eventually turns to the light is 
symbolic of the duel between good 
and evil, and is not a statement of race. 
The sack over the man’s head in the 
beginning of the video dehumanizes 
the character, which makes it even 
less relatable to race. 
Regardless of opinions on the video, 
I think it is admirable that Florence + 
the Machine is utilizing symbolism 
in its music videos to express actual 
meaning. At the very least, it’s getting 
people to think about art, and that’s 
what’s important. 
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Picks of the WeekSOPA What? PIPA Who?
Movie
Midnight in Paris
directed by Woody Allen
This one is for the English 
majors, particularly the men. At 
holiday parties over Christmas 
break, drunken relatives came 
up to them and posed a familiar 
question: “So wudd’ are ya gonna 
do with that degree, huh?” If they 
had seen Woody Allen’s Midnight in 
Paris, they could have responded: 
“Well, I’m going to be a successful 
screenwriter in Hollywood. I’ll 
probably travel to Paris with my 
gorgeous fiancée, do a little time-
traveling, and hang out with F. 
Scott Fitzgerald.” Depending 
upon how drunk the relative was, 
a congratulatory pat on the back or a look of confusion would have been 
given. To get the most out of Midnight in Paris, a thorough appreciation—
strike that, a fascination—with art and literature is needed. Owen Wilson 
plays Gil Pender, a man so overwhelmed by the rich history and beauty of 
Paris that he leaves his fiancée (Rachel McAdams) in a hotel room to wander 
the city’s streets. At midnight, a car pulls up alongside Gil, the passengers of 
which ask him to join them. This scenario would be strange if the car weren’t 
an antique and the passengers weren’t dressed in the style of the 1920s. No? 
Still weird? Well, Gil eventually arrives at a party where he meets Zelda and 
F. Scott Fitzgerald, Cole Porter, and Josephine Baker. He has a conversation 
with a scruffy-looking Ernest Hemingway later that evening. Throughout 
the movie, Gil travels back to the 1920s, a time when people really knew how 
to party and talked about all things sophisticated. That’s the warm glow of 
Midnight in Paris: the golden age of literature, a little too much to drink, and 
some romance on the side.
Album
(500) Days of Weezy
My Sick Uncle
My Sick Uncle, the creator 
behind (500) Days of Weezy, has this 
to say about his work: “This is not 
a mashup album. This is an album 
about Wayne.” It’s pretty clear that 
he wants listeners to go beyond the 
fact that 13 of Lil’ Wayne’s songs 
have been masterfully mixed to fit 
the rhythms of 13 songs from the 
soundtrack of (500) Days of Summer. 
Like Regina Spektor’s “Us,” or “You 
Make My Dreams” by Hall & Oates? 
Ever think those songs would go 
well together with Weezy’s “Mrs. 
Officer” or “Lollipop”? Surprise—
they do. Thinking about the 
combination of these two very different albums is almost as ridiculous as 
that thing that happened to you at that party on Friday night. Listening to 
it is the confirmation: It is possible. Unlike most mashup albums, this one 
actually selects the most biographically significant Wayne tracks to tell a 
story. It opens with an excerpt from an interview between the rapper and 
Katie Couric: “I’m a gangster, Ms. Katie.” “What does that mean when you 
say, ‘I’m a gangster?’” “I don’t take nothing from no one. I do what I want 
to do, and I’m gonna do that until the day I die. And if I can’t do that, then 
I’ll just die.”
Book
A Good Man Is Hard to Find and Other Stories
by Flannery O’Connor
This book was picked because it contains 10 
short stories from one of the greatest American 
authors, Flannery O’Connor. “Good Country 
People,” in particular, is perfect for all those girls 
who loved the rom-com Sweet Home Alabama. 
The stories are similar in a lot of ways, but the 
tale that O’Connor tells has a snide little twist. 
Boy meets girl. Girl is very educated and doesn’t 
believe in God. Boy is a Bible salesman. Girl 
thinks boy is stupid. Boy steals girl’s prosthetic 
leg. Okay, so it’s not that much like Sweet Home 
Alabama, but it’s still heartwarming, right? 
O’Connor masterfully uses irony in pitting a 
self-righteous woman against a seemingly dim-
witted Southern man. It turns out that the guy 
isn’t as dumb as the woman thinks he is, but she 
still gets swept off her feet (or foot) anyway…
If any of the above are true, you need to get your hungry self to 
downtown Providence to celebrate the food lovers’ favorite citywide 
event—Restaurant Week!  
Forget the New Year’s resolutions to “eat better” and ignore the fact that your 
wallet is more or less empty. Restaurant Week is a time to rejoice and relish in the 
art of fine dining, if only for a day.
So…what exactly is Restaurant Week? It’s a biannual event that occurs 
throughout Providence in the winter and summer. It has been going on this season 
since January 15, and ends this Saturday, January 28. Over fifty restaurants are 
participating, offering three-course lunches for $14.95 and three-course dinners 
for $29.95. Some restaurants also offer 2-for-1 specials (Bravo, Luxe, McFadden’s, 
Red Fez, and Union Station Brewery, among others). Though this may still sound 
pricey to a college student, now is your chance to give Ray a rest, dress classy, 
and venture to a normally out-of-your-budget restaurant to stuff your stomach.
Don’t just take my word for it. Associate Professor of Mathematics Dr. Lynette 
Boos and Associate Professor of Sociology Eve Veliz are proud advocates 
of Restaurant Week. “I love Restaurant Week! I try sampling as many new 
[restaurants] as I can; I go nuts,” said Boos. “I go to places that are really expensive 
so I can maximize my return. My favorite is Gracie’s.”
Veliz, especially as a sociologist, loves the opportunity to sustain locally 
owned restaurants, such as New Rivers, on Steeple Street. “Restaurant Week is 
a win-win. It’s the best way to support the local economy while sampling the 
cuisine Providence has to offer,” said Veliz. “I wasn’t that excited about moving 
here until I learned about Restaurant Week,” she admits. “It’s fun to try a diverse 
array of restaurants.”
If you can’t make it out this weekend, don’t despair. Newport has its own 
Restaurant Week from March 23 to April 1. For help choosing the restaurant 
right for you, see below. A complete list of the Restaurant Week participants and 
menus can be found at http://www.goprovidence.com/RW/.
The Fat Friar
by Sarah O’Brien ’15
Asst. A&E Editor
Trying to gain the rest of your ‘freshman fifteen’? 
Want to eat away senior stress? 
Follower of @PCPhAtKiDz on Twitter? 
Just a fan of food? 
If you’re craving . . .
Mexican:
Don Jose Tequilas Restaurant
351 Atwells Avenue
Steak: 
Ruth’s Chris Steak House
10 Memorial Boulevard (G-Tech Center) 
Seafood: 
Hemenway’s Seafood Grill & Oyster 
121 South Main Street
Italian:






The Melting Pot 
199 Providence Place




Spend a month in China 
and earn 3 credits!
A 2-week course, plus a 2-week tour
Beijing, Tibet, Guilin, Yangshuo, Shanghai
July 24-August 21
Contact the Center for International Studies, Harkins 
215
or e-mail mnowel@providence.edu
See Fr. Nowel for more information,  
or e-mail him at mnowel@providence.edu










The second class was over and I 
threw my stuff in my backpack and 
grabbed my coat to hold over the still 
significantly wet spot on my jeans.  I 
bolted out of the classroom as quickly 
as I could, not daring to let Drew catch 
up with me.  I prayed for a bathroom 
as I scurried down the hallway, hoping 
a couple minutes under the hand dryer 
would prevent me from being forever 
labeled as “the new girl who had an 
accident during first period.”  
I spotted a ladies room sign and 
pushed my way through the door.  I 
dropped my backpack on the floor as I 
stomped over to the dryer in the corner. 
I punched the large silver button and 
cringed as the hot air erupted out of the 
nozzle with a sound far too loud for the 
stealthy clean up I had been aiming for.  I 
shimmied myself as close to the airflow 
as I could, balanced one foot on the floor 
and braced the other up against the wall. 
I had my back to the sinks and held onto 
the bulk of the dryer so tightly that my 
fingers already cramped. 
“Now, I wonder how long I’ll have 
to stand like this until all the blood 
drains out of my right leg…”
“Um, what are you doing?”
I hadn’t heard anyone come into the 
bathroom, but I could only imagine 
her thoughts upon seeing me in a half 
spread-eagle position with my back 
turned and foot up against the wall. 
Poor Canada; I really wasn’t doing 
anyone any favors here.
“Well, it’s actually a really 
ridiculous story,” I began with my 
back still to the girl as I tried to bring 
my foot back down gently and keep 
my balance.  “I somehow—and, by 
somehow, I mean because my father 
made me leave the house so early I 
grabbed the first drink in the fridge, 
which of course was potentially 
explosive seltzer water—managed to 
spill my drink all over my pants.” 
I was now looking at the girl who 
had addressed me.  She was shorter 
than me by at least five inches, though 
I am on the tall side, measuring around 
5’8”.  She had short, dark hair and blue 
eyes that were encircled by two very 
thick rims of black eyeliner.  She wore 
blue jeans, a simple black t-shirt, and 
navy Converse sneakers on her feet. 
On her face was the look my mother 
had given me one time when I told 
her I accidentally left my shoes in my 
locker at school and had to wear my 
soccer cleats the next day. 
“So, you’re the American then, 
right? The girl who flooded Callaway’s 
class this morning?” 
“Okay, the container wasn’t really 
that big. Flooded? Please, what is 
with this place…” I started to say 
under my breath.
“What?”
“Sorry. Yeah, that would be me. 
Alice Morgan.”  I looked back up at her 
and stuck my hand out.
“Alice.” She nodded and took my 
hand, shaking it softly. “I’m Cheshire.”
“Cheshire,” I repeated slowly, 
“that’s an interesting name.”
“Yeah, my parents are weird. What 
can I say?” She shrugged her shoulders 
and glanced at my jeans.  “I don’t think 
that spot is really noticeable anymore. 
What class do you have next?”
“Biology, I think?” I pulled my 
schedule out of my backpack and held 
it out to her.
“Oh, nice. Robbie and I are both 
in that, too.  We can walk there 
together now.”
“Robbie?”  
“Yeah, you’ll meet him in a second.”
“Is he your boyfriend or 
something?” I couldn’t quite figure 
out what was possessing this girl 
to befriend me so abruptly, or 
making her decide to introduce me 
to someone else in the next couple 
of minutes.  
“No, no.” She said lightly, walking 
over to the mirror to fix the smudged 
makeup around her eyes.  “We’ve been 
best friends since I was, like, five.  He 
lives next door to me.”
“Oh right…” I picked up my 
backpack and slung it over my shoulder, 
not even bothering to look in the mirror 
at my disheveled appearance.
I followed her out of the bathroom 
and into a classroom that was a couple 
of feet down the hallway. I felt a little 
more protected with a local guiding 
me, determinedly parting the sea of 
students in a way that I knew would 
take me months to pull off.  Once in the 
room, she sat down next to a blonde-
haired boy that was twisted around in 
his seat, talking to the person behind 
him. I couldn’t see his face, but I sat 
down on the other side of him in the 
seat Cheshire pointed to.  
“Robbie!” She slapped his arm.
“Ah, and it’s the girl with no 
manners.”  He rolled his eyes at the 
boy he had been talking to and turned 
around to face Cheshire.  “Hey, Chesh! 
I haven’t seen you in like what? Five 
minutes?!” He shouted with the mock 
enthusiasm of a kindergarten teacher, 
pulling her into a huge hug.  
“Ha. Ha.” She rolled her eyes and 
pushed him off.  “Look who I found.” 
She pointed her finger in my direction. 
“Miss America.”
He swiveled around to face me and 
looked at me for a second.  He had 
long, yellow hair that swung around 
the bottom of his earlobes and touched 
his collar in the back.  His large brown 
eyes sat behind black square-framed 
glasses and his slightly overly-large 
mouth was closed in a quizzical smile. 
“Ah, Miss Alice.  Where have you fallen 
from, my dear?”
“Um, Massachusetts?” I said 
slowly, unsure as to whether 
introductions were still necessary. 
I wasn’t used to everyone knowing 
who I was already, but I guess that’s 
what happens when you flood a 
classroom on your first day.
“Well, I’m Robbie,”  he continued 
in the same teasing voice, folding 
his hands across his lap.
“Nice to meet you.”  I smiled at him 
quickly and then turned around to face 
the front of the classroom.  But he didn’t 
make any moves to turn around, and 
I could feel him looking at my profile 
as my face grew hot.  I opened the 
textbook I had placed on my desk and 
stared unfocused at the page, hoping 
he would turn around and start talking 
to Cheshire.  I was tired of being the 
sweet, lost new girl; it was exhausting 
and humiliating.  Finally, the teacher 
walked in and I could see Robbie start 
to move out of the corner of my eye.
“Hey, new girl?” I felt him tap my 
shoulder lightly.
“What?” I hissed, staring at the book 
to show I was trying to pay attention.
“This is biology. Put away your I 
love Canada book.” 
I narrowed my eyes and focused on 
the text in front of me.  I saw a picture 
of the Canadian flag staring back at me 
with a caption underneath it describing 
the origin of its design.
I shook my head. “This is not my life.”




A quilt for me.
While it snowed
She worked tirelessly. 
While I rested my head
She pieced snowflakes together.
While I was warm in my bed
She endured the cold weather.
Her sewing extended
Over all I could see.
Her blanket intended
To cover every tree.
A quilt of snow dust
In the New Year
Tells me I must
Embrace those near. 
Sewflakes
by Emily Goodnow  ’14
Portfolio Staff
PHOTO COURTESY PICTURESOFWINTER.COM
This Is Not My Life: Part 2
Alice has been forced by her parents to relocate to the 
mountains of our northern neighbor, Canada. She begins her 
first day of school, where she tries her best to blend into the 
clusters of Canadian boys and girls that surround her. Alice 
thinks her life is over when she spills a bottle of seltzer on her 
first day of class, but quickly changes her mind when a cute boy 
named Drew helps her clean up the mess. Will Drew help Alice 
find new beginnings in Canada? Keep reading to find out!
Need A Recap?
PHOTO COURTESY ALL-FREE-DOWNLOAD.COM
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The girl sat alongside the building 
watching as cars and people passed 
down the busy street. She looked on 
as women clomped along in their high 
heels and men shouted profanities at 
unknowing passersby. This was the 
place her parents left her five years 
ago, sitting against the same building. 
Even though it was only five years, to 
Annabelle it was a lifetime. In those 
few years, everything she had known 
about her life had changed.
Her parents had acted strangely the 
day it happened. Annabelle knew they 
were worried because they avoided 
her eyes and every question she asked. 
They had just gotten off the train into the 
city and walked ahead of her quickly. 
Occasionally, they glanced back to 
make sure she kept up.  Annabelle 
remembered how tired she felt that day 
because her parents had been moving 
so fast and she had wanted to stay with 
them. Despite her efforts, she began 
moving slower and slower. She saw 
her father turn around and saw terror 
in his eyes, but he was so far ahead 
that when he tried to turn around, the 
crowd pushed him forward. Annabelle 
sat against the building that day hoping 
he would find his way back to her, but 
he never did. 
Annabelle waited there for hours 
before she realized they weren’t 
coming back. In the same moment it 
hit her that she was by herself, and 
to her surprise, she wasn’t scared. 
Annabelle had money with her and 
she used it to take a taxi home and buy 
herself dinner.
Annabelle never told anyone that 
her parents had disappeared; for 
some reason, she thought it was what 
they would have wanted. She also 
held on to the hope that they would 
eventually find their way back on 
their own. A few weeks passed since 
their disappearance and she had 
survived by selling her things at the 
pawnshop around the corner. Then 
an envelope came in the mail with no 
return address and $500 inside. Every 
week since then an envelope arrived 
with increasing amounts of money. 
Annabelle was convinced this 
meant her parents were still alive and 
that even though they couldn’t get to 
her, they wanted to make sure she was 
okay. That was why she came into the 
city every year on the anniversary of 
their disappearance; she believed that 
if they were going to reach her, they 
were going to do it here. That was 
why she was in the city today. 
Annabelle was 17 now and she 
would have given up hope a long 
time ago, but the money kept coming. 
She continued people-watching for a 
few more minutes and was about to 
go home when something caught 
her attention. Someone had been 
staring at her, but moved away as 
soon as Annabelle noticed. Over the 
years, Annabelle had prepared for 
something like this to happen, and 
she followed and quickly gained 
on the mysterious person. She was 
within feet of him now and waited to 
make her move. 
There were hundreds of people 
around her, but she only kept her 
eyes on him. She was close enough 
now; she reached out and grabbed 
his arm, turning him around quickly. 
“Who are you?” she demanded 
in the angriest tone she could 
produce. The man just smiled and 
replied, “You know who I am.”  He 
seemed around 25, and Annabelle 
had no idea why he would be 
following her or assume that she 
knew him. Then he winked, and it 
all came rushing back. 
by Kiernan Dunlop ’14
Portfolio Staff
FICTION
Your North Carolina twang, honey-sweet
draws me in, a whirlpool in the deep,
a Siren Song, it is my heart’s death-knell
calling me closer to the darkness, ding-dong bell.
Alabaster shoulders, hair of lustrous red
promising futures I’ve never heard said
I look past the scattered bones, bleached by the sun
each one picked clean, the remains of the young.
You’re not my first Siren, of that just be sure,
yet how can I argue with chanting so pure?
Perched on your rock, soft and sweetly singing
you leave me punch-drunk, my ears loudly ringing
Your face is featureless, fine linen and fair
as you rise from the deep and eat men like air
Your body, beautiful—a shining pink shell
Your song drifts o’er the deep, o’er the swell.
I am a hollow man, my soul needs to be filled
I need such sweet nothings, such sweet summer swill
My heart rushes up out my mouth and I stare
I wish to tangle myself in your lustrous red hair.
I’ve come here to save you from your loneliness
to carry you, on my back, away from darkness.
A Siren for to call my own, a Siren just for me,
this Siren who I heard calling out across the sea.
When last Siren sang, she was beautifully carnal
whispering up from the sea, a statue of marble.
You’re the same: sensual, entrancing and strong
o’erpowering and yet somehow, you’re...wrong.
I must sail past, continue my journey home
you offer no future, only occasion to roam
I struggle still, Siren, as your song, it rebounds
across cresting waves, that whispering sound.
Languidly calling, the Siren she cries
And as I push past, yes, yes, so do I
I cry out for loss, I cannot ignore the pain;
I cry out praying I hear not this song again.
A Siren Song
by Tom Nailor ’12
Portfolio Staff
Currently most famous for his novels The Wind-Up Bird Chronicles and the recently translated IQ84, Haruki Murakami’s collection 
of short stories, The Elephant Vanishes, is a wonderful read, one that reminds me of nothing more than it does Gabriel García 
Márquez—both are magical realists, wrapping their stories of strange events within a cocoon of romance and everyday 
happenings. From this cocoon, for Murakami, emerges a beautiful butterfly, though it may not be the one we expect. Oftentimes 
the Western trappings of the stories, such as Woody Allen movies, Bruce Springsteen songs, or Marlboro cigarettes, cause us to 
forget that his characters are Japanese until one of them reminds us with a name or a city. Still, the insights and realizations of 
each story are universal, even while the stories may seem beyond belief. My personal favorite of the collection, “The Silence,” 
begins with a simple question about a fistfight and turns to a study of human evil and the ease with which we turn against each 
other when rumors are spread. In “Lederhosen,” a marriage breaks apart as a result of a woman finding herself in Germany, or 
perhaps because of her Japanese husband’s difficulty-to-fulfill wish for a pair of the hiking shorts that lend the story its name. 
Finally, in the title piece of the collection, a man’s near obsession with the mysterious disappearance of an elephant and its 
handler ruins a date, rules his thoughts, and remains unsolved. Murakami’s stories are short enough to provide quick reads, and 
entertaining enough to stick with the reader, making them the perfect study break or remedy to mid-week boredom.
Staff Pick of the Week
The Elephant Vanishes
Haruki Murakami
— Tom Nailor ’12
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The Mysterious
Disappearance of the Turners:
             Part 1
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Here's the deal:  25 words or less. 
One title.  An entire story.
Dust Jackets
At first I was blinded, buffeted by the strong wind and steady downfall. 
I walked with my head downcast, following silently in the footsteps of 
others who trekked before me. Before long the footsteps multiplied 
into several different paths. Confused, I followed the footstep that best 
matched my shoe size. But before long I found I had walked in a circle 
back to where I started. Again I came upon the same split and, instead, 
chose to follow the biggest set of prints. As I trudged along the snow 
beat down with all its might, the tracks were concealed beneath the white 
blanket. So then I found the road and followed the tire tracks to no end. 
Hours I walked until my feet were numb with cold. Once again to no avail, 
I pondered my next move. As I thought, the wind died down and for a 
change I looked up. I found my place. I was far from home. But with some 
help I could get back. So I walked on with direction, as the first snowfall 
blew about me. 
The First Snowfall
by Justin Fernandez ’15
Portfolio Staff
I Thought It Was 
Syllabus Week
by Keely Mohin  ’14
Asst. Portfolio Editor
The Relationship 
Between Man and 
Machine                  
                                                                                                                                                    






by Bobby Bretz ’12 
Portfolio Staff
I speak in metaphors and think 
in webs. But you mastered 
my poetry and tore down my 
webs leaving me unsure of my 
next move.
Wavelength
by Justin Fernandez  ’15
 Portfolio Staff
I have read: Søren Kierkegaard, 
Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, John 
Henry Newman, Elizabeth Cady 
Stanton, Chemistry in Context 
7th Edition, Bacchae, Aristotle’s 
Poetics, and Paula Gunn Allen. 
There have been miraculous 
advancements in technology 
that have made our lives simpler 
and more comfortable. The 
alarm clock is not one of them.
Bobby Bretz was born in the wildnerness of Siberia to archeologist parents. 
The night that he was born, an astroid hit the earth, only barely sparing himself 
and his parents. As the years went by, the parents determined their son to be a 
prodigy--he mastered college-level calculus at the age of five and composed 
a book of poetry that rivaled that of Donne and Keats. They enrolled Bobby 
in Oxford University, but he finished the program at the ripe age of 14. 
Eventually Bobby became bored of his studies and decided to embark on a 
science experiment that would create a clone of himself. Unfortunately, the 
experiment went terribly wrong and resulted in a evil version of Bobby intent 
upon destroying the world! 
Bobby and Evil Bobby embarked upon an intergalactic fight that resulted 
in, among many things, the destruction of the planet once known as Pluto. 
Eventually, Bobby vanquished his evil twin and restored peace and order to 
Earth. He has decided that he needs to first learn more about science before 
he attempts any more experiments; thus, he has decided to attend every 
college in the western hemisphere, starting with Providence College. Due 
to psychological problems resulting from annihilating, well, himself, he has 
decided to channel his confusion into writing poetry for The Cowl. Bobby 
leaves us next year to attend Brown University. 
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Ben’s mother made him wear the ugly 
wool scarf his aunt Carla knitted for him 
on his birthday. He was finally 13 years 
old, and Ben thought that meant he was 
old enough to start making his own 
decisions. In Ben’s newly-imagined 
teenage world, he would never even 
allow that scarf to exist. 
It was cold outside, possibly the 
coldest day of the year, and Ben’s next- 
door neighbor, Zoey, wanted to go ice 
skating on the newly-frozen pond. 
Zoey always waited for Ben on his 
front steps, the top of her red hat visible 
from the kitchen window. He waited to 
see that red hat floating lifelessly in the 
frigid air before stuffing his feet into 
his snow boots and heading outside. 
Zoey was the prettiest girl in the 
seventh grade. At least, Ben thought 
she was. Her long, blonde hair shone in 
the afternoon sun, the top of her head 
so white it seemed as if a halo encircled 
her scalp. Whenever she smiled, which 
was very rarely, two small dimples 
formed at the edges of her mouth. 
These elusive caverns were present 
when Ben walked onto the front porch. 
Smiling back at Zoey, Ben wondered 
at the mystery that was his best, and 
only, friend. Zoey hadn’t spoken a word 
since the accident. It had been two 
months and all the adults had begun 
to worry whether she would ever utter 
a word again. Ben could see that Zoey 
wanted to speak, that deep within her 
emerald green eyes she yearned to 
scream, but something always stopped 
her. Ben accepted this small flaw in his 
friend; he saw only the small butterfly 
necklace she wore around her neck 
and the caramel candies she kept in 
her coat. 
When they got to the lake, there was 
already a group of kids playing a game 
of ice hockey. Ben and Zoey could hear 
the raucous chants drift to them on the 
wind, nothing more than a harmless 
echo by the time they reached the 
two friends. Ben recognized a few 
of the boys as their classmates. One, 
in particular, stood out from the rest 
of the snow-jacket clad players. His 
name was Danny Hardwick and he 
was a year older than the rest of his 
classmates. He told everyone that he 
was left back because his dad wanted 
him to be the toughest and biggest kid 
in his class, but everyone knew that the 
real reason was because he had trouble 
reading. Ben would never forget the 
time their teacher made Danny read 
a Robert Frost poem. He couldn’t get 
past the first few lines without his face 
becoming cherry red and the class 
erupting in shrill jeers. 
“Hey look, it’s Ben and the mute girl,” 
Danny screamed from across the pond. 
Ben looked over at Zoey; her long 
eyelashes fell below her eyes like the 
branches of a tree slumped from the 
weight of new snow. 
“Don’t call her that. At least she 
doesn’t stutter like you!” yelled Ben, 
his hands forming into small fists. 
Danny threw his hockey stick 
onto the ice and skated over to 
where Ben and Zoey stood, ankle 
deep in powdered snow. Danny 
had a horrible temper that could be 
set off by the slightest instigation. 
His eyes narrowing into thin slits, 
Danny slid to a sudden stop in 
front of Ben and stared down at 
him like an angry father. 
Without hesitation, Danny took 
Ben’s arm and threw him onto the hard 
ice. With the edge of his skate, he kicked 
him in the stomach, a small groan 
emanating from the hunched boy. Ben 
and Zoey watched as small streaks 
of blood spread along the ice, coiled 
petals swelling into a ripe rose. Danny 
pulled his skate back one more time 
and aimed it at Ben’s head, preparing 
for one final hit. Ben shielded his face 
with his gloves, but not before he saw 
Zoey’s face. Her eyes were glazed over 
with tears, but in the afternoon sun 
they looked more menacing than sad.
“Stop!” screamed Zoey. Danny 
froze, his skate dangling in the air 
like an unused sword on a warrior’s 
belt. Ben lowered his gloves from his 
face and looked up at his best friend. 
Although tears fell from her eyes, her 
stare seemed to burn a hole through 
Danny’s icy exterior, leaving him 
burned and ashy. 
Danny took a few steps back and 
then ran towards his friends, now 
standing like ice sculptures in the frigid 
wind. Zoey bent down and helped Ben 
to his feet. She touched his stomach and 
a look of worry spread across her face. 
“Don’t worry, Zoey. It will be okay.” 
The two friends began to walk back to 
their houses, the girl with the red hat 
helping the boy home.  
How many classes have I taken? One.
One class, every day at two
They promised it wouldn’t take me more than three
Weeks to begin to get a handle on this language. Four
Years later, I still don’t understand. I’m approaching five.
I was ready to quit. My letter read, “To
Whom it may concern: what seems like three
Lifetimes ago, I walked into your class for
Help. I wanted to master this language. Now, five,
(Well, almost five) years later, I know this battle cannot be won.
I can count the times that I’ve succeeded on one hand: Three.
Whenever I try to venture into writing, I may as well yell ‘Four!”
To make sure I don’t step on the toes of any real writers. (I have, all five).
I quit, and I know that I am certainly not the only one
In this position, but if you were as well, I bet you’d quit, too.”
His response was speedy. It read in all caps: “DO NOT QUIT. For
I know that all hope seems lost. For five
Years you have tried to understand this crazy language, the one
Which, in America, it seems you cannot escape. Y tú,
 I know if you had wishes, you’d use them all to understand. All three.
I promise it will come. This crazy language will make sense. In five
Years, if you keep trying, you will master it. I’ve taught more than one
Generation the intricacies of this tongue, you will learn to
Understand verbs, prepositions, and everything in between. Three
Times a day I have e-mails like yours. I’ve done this for decades. How many? Four.
The English language is madness. You’re not the only one
Who’s had trouble learning the ropes. To
Most of us, even the ones who have spoken it from birth, even three
People’s knowledge combined wouldn’t be able to get it perfectly. For
The fact is, we’ve been making grammar mistakes ever since we learned to write at five.
“Don’t quit.” That was his message to me. I haven’t given up hope
Even when it traps me in its lunacy. There’s sees and seas and Cs,
And someone can be, but can’t be a bee or a B. You can read what you’ve read,
But you can’t read red, and there’s too many two’s to suit my liking.
But I won’t give up; I’ll master this language. One day, I’ll write right. 
Linguistic Headache
by Mason Sciotti ’15
Portfolio Staff
The Girl
by Dara Plath ’13
Portfolio Editor
FICTION
With The Red Hat 
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They say that chivalry’s dead, and I think we all know who killed it—Lysander. 
This kid comes in like some kind of big-shot lover, but I think we all know what 
he really is. I mean, do you think there’s just no reason why Hermia’s father doesn’t 
like him in comparison to Demetrius? Lysander convinces her to leave her house, 
leave her family, and run away from the law just to be with him—classic bad-boy 
status. Demetrius, on the other hand, is a classic nice guy, wants to be with Hermia 
because he loves her, and is willing to convince her father of his worth. That, to 
me, says that he’s one classy guy. And yes, you can fault Demetrius for breaking off 
his engagement with Helena, but hey, at least he can admit when he doesn’t love 
someone anymore! He goes to chase after Hermia in the woods, hoping to protect 
her from harm, and all the while Lysander is trying to convince her to sleep close 
to him so he can “watch out for her”—yeah, sure that’s why, bud. Sounds to me 
more like the kind of line some bro is giving to that girl at Clubbies that he “just 
wants to talk to.” Demetrius even tries to defend Helena, despite his dislike for 
her. And we can all say what we will about his temporary love for her. Such is just 
thanks to Puck’s ministering of the flower’s juices. In the end, anyone can see that 
Demetrius is the real class-act in this story, and despite some mistakes, he’s the one 
Hermia should choose, regardless of any fairy-interference.
As I wandered into the kitchen one 
lazy December evening, I found my 
mother sorting through the mail and 
spied several Christmas letters from 
distant relatives strewn across the 
table. Obviously intrigued, I perused 
their writings and found myself 
pondering the inherent vanity of 
humankind. Indeed, when one really 
stops and thinks about the issue at 
hand, one sees the extremely pompous 
nature of a Christmas letter. In short, 
they demand that people with whom 
you do not usually speak care that you 
started keeping a journal, learned how 
to crochet, or bought a new car. I think 
you will all agree with me when I say 
that no one actually gives a candy cane. 
At this point in my diatribe, I am sure 
many of you think I am going to list 
the numerous faults and annoyances 
associated with the Christmas letter. 
Not too fast, Friartown, not too fast. 
Loving any opportunity for self-
inflation/celebration/elevation, I will 
now share with you my own Christmas 
letter. Sure, the New Year has arrived 
and I have a sneaking suspicion none 
of you really care, but to that I say: 
Tough noogies. You will read it, and 
what is more, you will like it. 
  ~~~
A Merry Christmas Upon Your House,
The year 2011 has proven a very 
exciting one. I have learned a lot, seen 
a lot, and discovered, quite profoundly 
I might add, that I am exponentially 
more awesome than I had previously 
believed. Yes, this year, I have 
continued my education at Providence 
College, have worked for their weekly 
publication, The Cowl, attended an 
utterly mindboggling Taylor Swift 
concert, met her father in the Madison 
Square Garden elevator, and was even 
named Caller of the Month at the Friar 
Phone Room. Intimidating, aren’t I? 
Well, plebeians, don’t you worry your 
pretty little minds. People throw rocks 
at things that shine. And you’re not 
shiny, so don’t worry. At least you’re 
cool on that front.
(Writer ’s Note: If you did not 
pick up on the aforementioned 
Taylor Swift lyrics, you simply are 
not a real person). 
But enough about me. Let’s 
discuss the family, shall we? My 
sister, Kate, continues her studies at 
nursing school back home in Staten 
Island (AKA the setting of Mob 
Wives and home to Vinny from Jersey 
Shore. I know, you’re impressed). In 
addition, she has broken up with 
who we now disparagingly refer to 
as He-Who-Shall-Not-Be-Named. 
But don’t fret, friends and family. 
She one day hopes to work a total of 
three minutes in a hospital, meet a 
handsome doctor, and then proceed 
to marry him and have lots and lots 
of equally handsome babies. We 
could not be more proud! Kate, don’t 
forget to put on some lipstick for that 
first day! Work what our momma 
gave you! Winky-face. 
But let us ignore the subtle sexism 
in the above paragraph and now focus 
on my parental units.
My parents and I have together 
decided that I should start referring 
to them as Christine and Michael. We 
feel it makes us equals, and that, as an 
emerging adult, I should be expressing 
myself in a more mature manner. 
Moreover, the words “mom” and 
“dad” simply do not sound fancy or 
pretentious enough. And lately, we are 
all about being fancy and pretentious. 
It’s very “in” these days. Especially at 
the Richmond County Country Club. 
Not that we belong to it. We just wish 
we did. We have even invested in 
tennis skirts, white pants, and other 
expensive clothing to go along with 
arbitrary and elitist dress codes. In fact, 
people are not allowed into our house 
dressed in denim. It’s tacky. And we 
hate tacky. 
As for our fish in the basement, 
we discovered they had cannibalistic 
tendencies. During the summer, I 
realized that Huey ate Louie, and was 
then eaten by Dewey. We were very 
perturbed, very perturbed indeed. We 
have since emptied the fish tank and 
are too distraught to even consider 
buying new ones. Hopefully one day 
we will make peace with our grave 
loss and take in any fish seeking refuge 
from their natural habitats. It’s the least 
we could do. 
So that pretty much sums up the 
goings-on in the Mohin household 
for the year 2011. I would now like 
to express my hopes for the quickly 
approaching 2012. You may think 
upon reading them that they are 
incredible feats. But, have no fear. I am 
an incredible person. 
Essentially, I aspire to stop drinking 
Diet Coke as if my life depended 
on it,  swear less, whiten my teeth, 
and Swiffer my dorm room floor 
more than once a semester. Most 
importantly, I intend to teach others 
how to be superbly, fantastically, and 
unbelievably exceptional like myself. 
I truly believe that with great talent 
and beauty comes great responsibility 
to teach others about your great talent 
and beauty. It’s what Jesus would do. 
And he’s the reason for the season. So 
copycat him. 




So, there you have it, folks—my 
own Christmas letter. I know, I know. 
You’re probably thinking that the 
prose is so wonderfully crafted that I 
should have actually sent it out to my 
family and friends. Well, here’s hoping 
for next year. In the meantime, I hope 
you enjoyed reading it as much as I 
enjoyed deigning to write it. Have a 
wonderful spring semester, learn a lot, 
and say hi to me on the way to classes. 
If you catch me on a good day, I might 
actually look at you. Smiles for people 
I deem attractive enough. 
Letter





One girl. Two guys. There's bound to be some tension.
This week we're all about glitter bombing! (Just kidding, Rick 
Santorum, just kidding). So, grab your fairy dust and take a ride with us 
to Athens. Which mortal is better for Hermia? 
Demetrius or Lysander?
— Tom Nailor ’12 — Keely Mohin  ’14
I think my friend Tom may currently suffer from bodily trauma. Such trauma may or may 
not have resulted from my standing on him at The Cowl Banquet (that, however, is a story 
for another time, and, for visual proof, please refer to my tagged photos on Facebook). But 
back to my argument. Tom Nailor must have some sort of physical ailment. Otherwise, I 
cannot understand why he would ever support Demetrius over Lysander. First off, let us 
talk about the boys’ names. Demetrius produces the image of a recluse vampire living in 
a hovel somewhere within the confines of Transylvania. Meanwhile, Lysander reminds me 
of a perfectly toned, blond-haired, blue-eyed Greek god. And every lady wants a Greek 
god—even Hermia. But let us now refer to the far less important ingredient for a solid 
relationship—personality. Demetrius, as even Tom has pointed out, is flaky. He has extreme 
phobic tendencies in regards to commitment. He just cannot seem to pick one girl and stick 
to her. He loved Helena, courted Helena, and then consequently jilted her for Hermia, her 
best friend. In girl world, we call such guys super-freak-meany-faces. And, to add insult to 
injury, he then tells her “Tempt not too much the hatred of my spirit; For I am sick when 
I do look on thee.” I mean, come on! His momma didn’t raise no fool! At least let the girl 
down easy! Class, today we have learned an important lesson: Demetrius is a huge jerk. 
Lysander, however, does not display such phobic, idiotic, and mean tendencies. He always 
loved Hermia, and always will. In short, you have been bested, Tom Nailor. Accept defeat. 
'Tis the Season For Ruthless Mocking 
ADVERTISEMENT30 The Cowl January 26, 2012
525 Eaton Street, 
Providence, RI
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by Nick Aiken ’12
Sports Editor
Some of the best players in history competed 
in the Big East Conference: Patrick Ewing, Allen 
Iverson, Ray Allen, and Carmelo Anthony, to name 
a few. But during their college years, none had a 
season quite like MarShon Brooks ’11 did last year, 
setting the Big East records for most points in a 
single game and most points in a single season. Now, 
he’s ready to break even more records in the NBA. 
At the end of his junior season, few scouts, if any, 
believed that Brooks would be able to excel as a 
professional, let alone be drafted in the first round. 
But during his final season in a Friars uniform, the 
long, lanky guard from Georgia elevated his game to 
a new level, becoming one of the nation’s elite scorers 
and catching the eyes of NBA scouts, one of which 
was New Jersey Nets General Manager Billy King.
Coming into the shortened, post-lockout season, 
the Nets were in desperate need of scoring. To fill 
this void, they acquired Brooks in a trade from the 
Boston Celtics on the night of the draft; so far, the 
Nets have gotten exactly what they were looking for.
“He was just what we wanted,” Nets Head Coach 
Avery Johnson says of him. “Being able to make 
plays off the dribble—we didn’t have that last year.”
After coming off the bench and proving his knack for 
scoring, “The Rookie,” as his teammates and coaches 
call him, has made it into the starting lineup and proven 
that the position fits him well. On a team plagued by 
injuries and inconsistent play, he has been one of the 
lone bright spots, establishing himself as the team’s 
most consistent scorer. In fact, Brooks is second in that 
category among all rookies, averaging just over 15 points 
per game, and is referred to as the “steal of the draft.” 
“He’s a special young player and has a 
chance to be a really good pro,” Nets star 
point guard Deron Williams says of Brooks.
Brooks has proved to his coach, his teammates, and 
his fans that he can put up impressive numbers, just 
as he did in the Big East. He has been very effective 
with his fade-away jump-shot as well as driving the 
lane and getting to the line, which has helped him 
maintain the confidence he gained last year at PC. 
“He just has a lot of confidence which is, I think, 
his best attribute,” Williams says. “He’s borderline 
cocky which is a good thing in a basketball 
player. He feels like he can score on anybody.”
On several occasions this season, Brooks has led the 
Nets in scoring; his best performances include a pair of 
21-point performances against the Atlanta Hawks and 
the Indiana Pacers and a stellar 22-point game against 
the Golden State Warriors. He has scored in double-
digits in 14 of 16 games this season and is shooting 47 






“New Jersey Net for now, but I’m a Friar forever!” 
-MarShon Brooks 
That’s 
Points Per Game Leaders—NBA Rookies




Kyrie Irving CLE 27.8 17.4 .507
MarShon Brooks NJ 29.8 15.4 .467
Brandon Knight DET 31.8 12.6 .431
Kemba Walker CHA 25.3 11.9 .384
Iman Shumpert NY 32.0 11.6 .368
MarShon dazzled Friartown 
for four years . . . 
. . . now he’s one of the NBA’s 
best rookies.
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This Week: Best Players in College Basketball
The
FlightWith Nick Aiken ’12Sports Editor
Thomas Robinson led the Kansas Jayhawks to an impressive 92-74 victory over then third-
ranked Baylor. 
Friars Squander Golden Opportunity
by Danny McNamara ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
There was an undeniable 
buzz emanating from the 9,469 
people on hand to see if the 
number-21 Marquette Golden 
Eagles could avoid a Louisville-
like performance at the Dunk. 
The Eagles were “golden 
enough” on this night to upend the 
Friars, 79-72, behind an all-around 
performance from star players Jae 
Crowder and Darius Johnson-Odom. 
The two scored 18 points apiece, 
with Crowder shooting 7-12 from 
the floor in 38 minutes to go along 
with Johnson-Odom’s 6-9 in his 27 
minutes of action. Marquette capped 
off the game with a defensive effort 
in the second half that would make 
a great “how to” video for those 
learning the game of basketball. 
“Today was as winnable a game 
as we’ve had in about a month,” 
Head Coach Ed Cooley said after the 
game. “Our lack of overall toughness 
from a physical standpoint and 
a mental standpoint defensively 
really, really bothered me today.”
The Friars hung tough in the 
first half, matching Marquette shot-
for-shot in a very entertaining 20 
minutes of play. The Friars were once 
again led on offense by Bryce Cotton 
’14, who has shown he can knock it 
down from anywhere on the floor. 
Cotton went 8-17 in 38 minutes of 
play. Meanwhile, Vincent Council ’13 
was unable to impose his will against 
Johnson-Odom as the seconds ticked 
off. Council was just 2-13 from 
the field in 39 minutes of action. 
Ed Cooley’s squad got off to a 
very good start as it connected on 
five of its first six shots to grab a 
14-6 lead. After Marquette skipper 
Buzz Williams signaled for one of his 
many emotionally-charged timeouts, 
the Golden Eagles went on a 20-3 run 
that was spearheaded by the sharp 
shooting of anybody who touched the 
ball. They finished the game going 
9-11 from behind the arc, which is 
typically unheard of in Big East play. 
“Cooley’s got those guys playing 
extremely hard,” said Williams in 
his press conference. “They keep 
you off balance; they do a great 
job of getting fouls, and a great 
job of offensive rebounding.”
I think it’s safe to say every Friar 
who stepped on the floor also laid on 
it, as Marquette’s physically imposing 
style of play seemed to put some, 
namely Council, in a state of flux. He 
only got to the line six times in a game 
where the referees were saving their 
wind for running and not blowing. 
On the boards, the Friars out-
rebounded Marquette 40-33, 21-
10 on the offensive glass. Kadeem 
Batts ’14 and LaDontae Henton 
’15 showed glimpses of the kind 
of toughness that’s needed to 
win in the Big East and foremost, 
to play for an Ed Cooley team. 
“Frustrating,” Cooley said when 
asked about his team’s performance. 
“You play at home and you expect to 
play with a certain toughness, and 
I just didn’t think we played tough 
today. Tough as far as loose balls—
mental toughness. I didn’t think we 
guarded anybody today. We scored 
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LaDontae Henton ’15 fights for the ball against Big East rival Marquette on Saturday night.
enough points to win a basketball 
game. It’s more than enough points 
to win in this league, but we showed 
no defensive toughness at all.” 
The Friars took a 40-39 lead into 
the locker room at halftime, but 
their legs seemed to wear down 
as the game went on, most notably 
in transition defense where they 
watched as Marquette put on a 
clinic. At the 12:14 mark in the 
second half, the score was tied 
at 57. But the Friars could only 
muster one field goal in the next 
nine minutes, allowing Marquette 
to stretch its lead out to 74-62. 
Coming into the game, most 
Friar fans felt this game was one 
for the taking. That was surely 
the case for Cooley as he was once 
again displeased with the fight his 
Friars showed down the stretch. 
“You can’t coach toughness. You 
either have it or you don’t,” said 
Cooley. “Marquette is a very good 
basketball team...Right now we’re 
just not there. Today, I thought we 
went backwards with our toughness, 
and that will be addressed.”
Last night, the Friars fell to 
Pittsburgh, 86-74. The team hoped 
to pounce on the Panthers, but were 
unable to match the scoring tandem 
of Ashton Gibbs and Tray Woodall.
Council led the Friars with 26 
points, a career-high in a Big East 
game. Cotton added 20 points, 
including several three pointers in the 
second half, and Henton tallied his 
seventh double-double of the season. 
The Friars’ stretch of playing 
five ranked opponents in six games 
is behind them, and as they look 
ahead to a game at South Florida, 
and home against Rutgers, one 
can only think that they could 
pick up a few for the left column.
10. Michael Kidd-Gilchrist (Kentucky): Averaging nearly 31 minutes 
per game, Kidd-Gilchrist has been one of the most consistent freshmen 
in the country.  
9. Andre Drummond (Connecticut): It is speculated that this 6-foot-
11, 275-pound freshman could be the number-one pick in the 2012 
NBA Draft.  
8. Kris Joseph (Syracuse): Joseph is the best player on the nation’s 
best team, averaging 13.7 points per game.  
7. Doug McDermott (Creighton): McDermott averages 24.3 points 
per game and scored 44 against Bradley University.  
6. Jeremy Lamb (Connecticut): Lamb averages nearly 18 points 
per contest and played a crucial role on last year’s national 
championship team.  
5. Harrison Barnes (North Carolina): Barnes had an outstanding 
freshman campaign and has continued his stellar play as a sophomore, 
averaging 16.8 points per game for the Tar Heels.  
4. Anthony Davis (Kentucky): Davis is averaging a double-double this 
year, leading a very balanced scoring attack for the Wildcats.  
3. Perry Jones III (Baylor): Jones is one of the nation’s most talented 
and versatile players and will undoubtedly be a very good player at the 
next level. 
   
2. Jared Sullinger (Ohio State): The sophomore averages 17.3 points 
and 9.3 rebounds per game and is a force in the paint. 
1. Thomas Robinson (Kansas): Robinson averages 17.4 points and 12.3 
rebounds per game and shoots 54.4 percent from the field.  He scored 27 
points and collected 14 in the Big 12 showdown against Baylor.
10
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BROOKS: Excelling in 
His Rookie Season
by Alexis Smith ’12
Sports Staff
Men’s Ice Hockey
firepower. Brooks creates much 
of his own offense off the dribble 
while committing few turnovers. 
“He’s fearless,” says Johnson. 
“We just want him to play his game, 
and pretty much what he’s doing is 
the reason why we drafted him. We 
like the way he can pass, dribble, 
and shoot. And when you’ve got 
a guard who can do all three of 
those things, that’s pretty good.”
Pretty good is an understatement. 
In an NBA career that is not even 
a month old, Brooks’ per-minute 
scoring and overall efficiency rank 
among the league’s best players 
at his position.  He is one of the 
front-runners for Rookie of the 
Year honors, and in only his first 
year in the league, he is turning 
heads.  Brooks has been eager to 
prove his ability since starting at PC.
“I’m just out there trying to get 
some respect,” he said. “I feel like 
I should have been drafted higher, 
so I just try to go out there and 
play with a chip on my shoulder.”
So far, Brooks is making many 
of the teams who passed him up in 
the draft regret their decision and 
has silenced many of his critics. 
If “The Rookie” continues to fine-
tune his game and learn the NBA 
game, he may put his name on the 
list of the best players to ever come 
out of the Big East alongside greats 
like Ewing and Allen, something 
any player could only dream of 
doing. Only time will tell how good 
Brooks can be, but in his very short 
career, he is giving both Nets and 
Friars fans a lot to look forward to. 
Hopefully, the best is yet to come. 
Deraney Hopes to 
Rebuild Confidence
COURTESY OF FRIARS.COM
PC goalie Genevieve Lacasse ’12 broke 
the school record for games played with 
116 games. She surpassed Jana Bugden’s 
’07 previous record of 115 games.
Two days later, on Sunday January 
22, the Friars took on the Maine Black 
Bears at Alfond Arena. The Friars were 
again the first to score, this time at the five 
minute mark in the first period thanks 
to a goal by Nicole Anderson ’13. The 
first period ended with a 1-0 PC lead.
The middle period was dominated by 
Maine, who scored two goals before the 
period came to a close. Halfway through 
the third period, the Friars answered 
back, though, tying the score at two. 
Abby Gauthier ’12 and Corinne Buie 
’14 perfected the give-and-go, setting 
up Buie in the slot to score. The rest 
of the third period remained scoreless 
thanks to tremendous saves by Lacasse. 
In overtime Maine quickly scored the 
game-winner, defeating the Friars 3-2.
Currently, the Friars have 
more shots per game than their 
opponents and the same rate of 
goals per game as their opponents.
“We are just not finding ways to 
win hockey games and the other 
team is just finding the ability 
to make more plays than we are. 
Everyone is trying to do the right 
thing,” assured Deraney. “However, 
trying isn’t good enough anymore. 
It’s that time of year where we 
need to do things successfully not 
just try to do them successfully.”
This weekend the Friars will be 
taking on the UConn Huskies. The 
first game will be on Saturday, Jan. 
28, at 2 P.M. at Schneider Arena, and 
the second game will be at UConn 
on Sunday. The Friars are looking for 
an opportunity to secure home ice in 
the Hockey East Playoffs which are 
coming up at the end of February.
“We are looking to build 
some confidence in a team that 
is capable of doing a lot of very, 
very good things,” said Deraney. 
by Meg O’Neill ’12
Sports Staff
Women’s Ice Hockey
The Providence College Women’s 
Ice Hockey Team has posted a 1-5 
record since the start of the new year, 
but is definitely a team ready to strike. 
In the past six games, the Friars have 
been the first to score against their 
opponents and have come onto the ice 
ready to compete.  In fact, the Friars 
have only lost by a single goal in seven 
of their last eight losses.  This clearly 
shows that this hockey team can stay 
in the game with any team it faces.
“We need to work on keeping our 
play consistent from start to finish,” 
Head Coach Bob Deraney declared. 
“It’s being able to continue for 60 
minutes. We are so close and I have a 
lot of faith in this team in becoming 
the team I know we are capable of 
becoming before the end of the season.”
Last Friday, the Friars fell to the 
fifth-ranked Boston College, 3-2. As 
mentioned above, the Friars were the 
first to score, finding the back of the 
net just seven minutes into the game. 
On 5-on-3 power play, the Friars 
were able to take advantage. Laura 
Veharanta ’12 slammed the puck 
past the goaltender off a rebounded 
shot from Rebecca Morse ’14.
Halfway through the second 
period, BC tied the score at 
one. The puck deflected off a 
Friar skate and was scooped up 
quickly and shot by the Eagles.
The Eagles came out in the third 
period and quickly increased their 
lead to 2-1. Toward the end of the 
third period, BC added another goal 
to make the score 3-1. However, the 
Friars responded 17 seconds later, 
decreasing the deficit to 3-2. Jennifer 
Friedman ’12 fed the puck to Haley 
Frade ’15 for her second goal of the year.
Friars Skate Past 
UMass Lowell, 1-0
continued from back page
The Providence College Men’s 
Hockey Team defeated No. 11 UMass 
Lowell with a score of 1-0 for the first 
time since 2009 on Tuesday, Jan. 24. 
The first and only goal scored in the 
game came at the 5:25 mark in the 
first period. Shane Luke ’15, who has 
scored in two of the past three games, 
scored the lone goal for the Friars.
Goaltender Alex Beaudry ’12 
led the strong defensive effort for 
the Friars, recording his second 
shutout of the season—his first since 
Nov. 11, 2011. Beaudry stopped all 
29 shots on goal, helping elevate 
the Friars past UMass Lowell. 
The team started the semester with a 
1-4-1 record, including two losses this 
past weekend against second-ranked 
Boston University. On Saturday night, 
in a home game at Schneider Arena, 
the Friars lost, 8-0. The Terriers scored 
six power-play goals in the game 
to give them the weekend sweep.
BU started early in the first period 
with Matt Nieto scoring what would 
eventually be the game-winner on 
the power play at the 3:39 mark. Max 
Nicastro and Sahir Gill also made 
goals in the first period to make 
the score 3-0. PC ended the first 
period outshooting the Terriors, 11-8. 
In the second period, the Friars had a 
five-on-three power-play opportunity, 
but they could not capitalize. The 
Terriers, however, scored two power-
play goals and an even-strength goal 
to make the score 6-0. The third period 
ended with two more power-play 
goals, making the final score 8-0. The 
Terriers finished the night going six-
for-nine on the power-play, while the 
Friars went zero-for-four. Wade Megan 
led the way for BU with two goals and 
two assists, while Nieto had one goal 
and three assists. Kieran Millan, Boston 
University’s goaltender, recorded the 
shutout for the Terriers, stopping all 
26 shots he faced. PC goaltender Alex 
Beaudry ’12 made 11 saves throughout 
the first two periods, while Justin Gates 
’12 stopped five shots in the third period.
On Friday night, in their second 
game against BU, the Friars were 
defeated 6-1 at Agganis Arena in 
Boston. BU scored four times in the 
first period and never looked back.
The Terriers took a 1-0 lead 1:31 into 
the game as Gill scored from in-close 
for his seventh goal of the season. 
Alex Chiasson, Ryan Santana, and 
Adam Chlendening also scored in 
the later part of the period to give 
BU a four-goal cushion. PC outshot 
the Terriers again, 11-6, in the first 20 
minutes and had two power plays, but 
could not convert on either of them.
The Friars pulled to within three 
goals in the second period when 
Shane Luke ’15 scored his first 
collegiate goal at the 8:59 mark. Luke 
pounced on a loose puck in front of 
the net and fired several shots before 
scoring the goal. Matt Bergland ’12 
and Drew Brown ’15 both were 
credited for assists on the goal. In 
the third period, BU took advantage 
of a five-minute powerplay and 
scored twice to increase its lead to 6-1. 
For the goaltenders, Gates, who came 
into the game in the first period, made a 
season-high 27 saves for PC. Milan had 
36 stops for the Terriers, who finished 
with a 39-37 advantage in shots.
Swimmers Off to a Good 
Start in the New Year
by James Kirby ’15
Sports Staff
Swimming and Diving
The Providence College Swimming 
and Diving Team dove into the second 
half of the season last Saturday, as 
both teams squared off against the 
University of Maine. The result was 
not what the team wanted, though, 
as the men’s and women’s squads fell 
156.5-137.5 and 186-112, respectively. 
Samantha Schlich ’13 had a 
successful day on the women’s 
side, winning the 100m freestyle 
and placing second in the 200m 
freestyle. Schlich was also a part of 
the team that won the 200m medley 
along with Kelly O’Neill ’15, Meredith 
Pramer ’15, and Leia Federiconi ’15. 
Jill Mullany ’15 was the winner of 
the 200m freestyle and also placed 
second in a close 50m freestyle heat. 
In diving, Allie Black ’13 placed 
first in the 1m dive. In swimming, 
Tara Walter ’15 was one of the 
many freshmen who had strong 
days, finishing second in the 200m 
breaststroke and third in the 200m IM. 
The men’s most notable event was 
the 100m backstroke in which the 
Friars took home first, second, and 
third places thanks to John Fatigati 
’15, Connor Lui ’14, and Kenny 
Savage ’14. Fatigati went on to win 
the 200m freestyle and the 200m IM—
an impressive feat. Coincidentally, 
Savage finished in second in both 
those events. Diver Ben Kardian ’13 
won the 1m dive, and Michael Luiz 
‘14 pulled out an extremely close win 
in the 50m freestyle. Additionally, 
Jimmy Butler ’15 won his heat by 
barely passing teammate Justin Tse ’15. 
The teams then took a trip to 
Villanova on Saturday, but both teams 
lost; the men by a score of 136-101 
and the women by a score of 165-72. 
The same swimmers led the Friars 
once again. Luiz and Fatigati won 
their respective events, as Fatigati 
claimed the third fastest time in the 
400y IM in PC history. Also, Kardian 
qualified for the NCAA Diving Zone 
Championships with impressive 
performances in the 1m and 3m dives. 
On the women’s side, Federiconi 
and Walter brought home first and 
second place in the 200y breaststroke. 
@thecowl
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The greatest part of college 
football is bowl season, as it always 
features many great games. This 
year, on January 2 alone, Michigan 
State rallied from a 16-0 halftime 
deficit to win the Outback Bowl, the 
always exciting Rose Bowl ended on 
an ill-advised spike by Wisconsin, 
and Oklahoma State won the Fiesta 
Bowl in overtime. The next night, the 
Sugar Bowl went into overtime, and 
on January 4, the Orange Bowl went 
back and forth until West Virginia 
dropped 70 points on Clemson.
However, the best game of bowl 
season was not a BCS bowl, or even 
a bowl on January 2; instead, it was 
the Alamo Bowl on December 29. It 
was an apparent mismatch between 
BCS snub Baylor and barely .500 
Washington. The main appeal was 
Robert Griffin III, and the Heisman 
winner did not disappoint. But 
stealing the show was Washington’s 
sophomore quarterback Keith Price, 
who, previously little known outside 
the Pac-12, had the very definition of 
a breakout game, compiling nearly 
500 yards and four touchdowns.
As Alabama showed, defense 
wins championships. Offense, on 
the other hand, sells tickets and 
boosts TV ratings. This was never 
more apparent all season than in 
the Alamo Bowl. The two teams 
generated more than 1,300 yards 
and over 120 points, both bowl game 
records, making for a wild game in 
which no lead was safe. Baylor and 
Washington traded scores the entire 
game until the Bears finally regained 
the lead halfway through the fourth 
quarter and held on for the win.
-Veronica Lippert ’15
Everyone was expecting the All-
State BCS National Championship 
game to be the best matchup this 
year, and for Alabama fans that may 
have been the case. But in my mind, 
the most exciting bowl game this 
year was a shootout between two of 
the best quarterbacks in the country, 
Oklahoma State’s Brandon Weeden 
and Stanford’s Andrew Luck in the 
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl. The Cowboys 
pulled off an impressive win over the 
Cardinal with a field goal in overtime. 
Both quarterbacks traded blows 
throughout the entire game. Stanford 
was able to take the lead early, putting 
up the only points in the first quarter 
as Luck connected to Ty Montgomery. 
In the second quarter, Weeden woke 
up and connected a 43-yard-pass to 
Justin Blackmon to put the Cowboys 
on the board. Weeden wasn’t about 
to stop there, though. On OSU’s 
next possession, he connected with 
Blackmon for another touchdown. 
The third quarter began with a short 
touchdown pass from Luck to Zach 
Ertz for a touchdown to make the score 
28-21 in favor of Stanford. Stanford 
began the fourth quarter by widening 
the gap with a field goal to pull ahead 
31-24, but OSU would later tie up the 
score. With 00:03 left on the clock, both 
teams called timeouts, and the Stanford 
kicker Jordan Williamson came onto 
the field for a 35-yard field goal to win 
the game, but the kick sailed wide.
In overtime, Williamson had a 
chance to redeem himself, but he 
missed once again. The Cowboys 
regained possession and drove 
down the field, and kicker Quinn 
Sharp nailed a 22-yard field goal to 
give OSU its first-ever BCS victory. 
-Patrick Shea ’14
Which NCAA Bowl was the Most 
Exciting One This Year?
cowlsports@gmail.com
If you have any topics for debate, email PCI
by Bridget Stack ’13
Asst. Sports Editor
Sports Digest
Half and Half. As fans look 
forward two weeks, the fan’s on 
the Providence College campus are 
preparing for a showdown. As the 
New England Patriots face off against 
the New York Giants in a Super Bowl 
game that is reminiscent of five years 
ago, students on campus are clearly 
choosing sides. What is going to 
make this matchup interesting for 
Providence College is the two distinct 
fan bases on campus. You guessed it; 
PC is pretty evenly split between the 
Patriots and the Giants, as those from 
Massachusetts and Rhode Island 
face off against those from the New 
York metropolitan area. This game is 
sure to be interesting, both on game 
day in McPhail’s and afterwards. 
Tom Brady is hailed to be one of 
the best quarterbacks in the league, 
and having already won three Super 
Bowls, many are looking for Brady to 
lead the Patriots to their fourth. The 
Giants, on the other hand, came from 
behind five years ago in a stunner 
and are looking to do so once again. 
In it for the Gold. Not many 
athletes can say that they have 
competed for Team U.S.A., but 
former Friar Katie DiCamillo ’09 
can. DiCamillo, who ran for the 
Providence College Track and Field 
Team during her college career, 
was selected by U.S.A. Track and 
Field to represent her country. 
DiCamillo is one of eight women 
selected to be on the U.S. senior 
women’s team that will compete in 
the Bupa Great Edinburgh Cross 
Country International Challenge. As 
she faces off against international 
competition for the first time as part 
of Team U.S.A., DiCamillo becomes 
one of the few Friar athletes to 
represent Team U.S.A. Go for gold!
An Alma Mater Welcome. Ed 
Cooley’s name has been swirling 
around Providence since last 
March when it was announced 
he was to be the new head coach 
of the Providence College Men’s 
Basketball Team. Since then, Cooley 
has gone to schools to talk about his 
journey home, and on Friday, Jan. 
27, Cooley is going to one place 
that he knows very well. Cooley 
is being honored with a Welcome 
Home Ed Cooley event at his alma 
mater—Central High School. The 
school will welcome him home 
and celebrate his accomplishments 
as a player and a coach. Past 
coaches and teachers will be on 
hand to speak about their former 
student. Good job, Coach Cooley!
When You Were Gone. Though 
students are just returning 
to their respective campuses, 
college basketball teams across 
the country have been facing off 
against each other all Christmas 
break. The Big East competition 
is as stiff as ever this year, with 
five teams ranked in the top 25. 
For six straight weeks, Syracuse 
University has been ranked first in 
the nation, until a loss to fellow Big 
East contender Notre Dame. Now 
ranked number four in the country, 
the Orange lead the Big East. 
Georgetown, who is ranked tenth, 
holds a record of 16-3. Number 18 
Marquette, number 19 Connecticut, 
and number 25 Louisville are 
the other Big East teams that 
are in the top 25. Keep it up!
On-Campus Game to Catch. The 
PC Women’s Basketball Team takes 
on fellow Big East rival Pittsburgh 
on Saturday, Jan. 28, at 2:00 p.m. 
The women are coming off a 
victory over Marquette University 
and are looking to continue the 
streak at home. Go Lady Friars!
Off-Campus Game to Catch. 
The Providence College Men’s 
Basketball Team takes on Big 
East competitor South Florida in 
Florida on Sunday, Jan. 29 at 2:00 
p.m. The Friars are looking for 
the heat to help them defeat USF. 
THE
DOPE SHEET
Council Learns Lesson, Ready to Lead Friars Again
by Julia Claudy ’13
Sports Staff
Men’s Basketball
Prior to its loss to Notre Dame this 
past week, the Syracuse University 
Men’s Basketball Team had been 
effortlessly steamrolling through the Big 
East, posting a 20-0 record. PC was one 
of the many teams to fall to the Orange, 
facing it twice already this season. 
The first game was not a blowout by 
any means, as the Friars stayed neck-
and-neck with their opponents until 
the last two minutes when Syracuse 
pulled ahead to win. However, the 
second game against the Orange had a 
completely different feel, as PC seemed 
to be out of sync from the tipoff. But 
it was quickly evident why the Friars 
appeared off their game. Starting 
point guard Vincent Council ’13 was 
seated on the bench for the first time all 
season, and he remained there in street 
clothes for the entire length of the game. 
With such a small, young team, 
the Friars struggled to adjust to the 
jumbled line-up, committing rookie 
mistakes that led to countless Syracuse 
baskets. The cringe-worthy final 
score left PC basketball fans feeling 
gypped of a legitimate chance for an 
upset against the undefeated team, 
and Council’s unexplained benching 
caused immediate chatter. It seemed 
that such a punishment must have 
stemmed from a serious misdemeanor. 
After all, most coaches are hesitant 
to seat their best players unless 
NCAA absolutely requires them to. 
The small student population 
at Providence College allows for a 
Tostitos Fiesta Bowl Valero Alamo Bowl
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co-mingling of athletes and regular 
students that does not exist at larger 
Big East schools. This unusual 
dynamic has allowed me (as well as 
many other students) to get to know 
these athletes on a personal level. 
In getting to know Council over the 
years, I’m sure that I am not the only 
one who can account for the fact that 
he is an awesome individual both on 
Vincent Council ’13 played very well against the Friars’ first matchup against Syracuse, but he was 
unable to play in the second game against the Orange.
and off the court, so unanswered 
allegations for his benching during 
the Syracuse game seemed unfair to 
both Council and the PC community 
that thinks so highly of him. 
In discussing the game, he admitted 
that he had “gotten in trouble for not 
listening” at a practice a day or two 
before the Syracuse game. Coach 
Cooley made the decision to seat him 
for the infraction, and replaced him 
with Bryce Cotton ’14. Council was 
disappointed he could not play in 
the important conference matchup 
and told me that he “apologized 
to the team for missing the game.” 
“I think Coach Cooley made the 
right decision,” he said. “He’s the 
coach. I learned my lesson and I won’t 
be making the same mistake again.” 
Coach Cooley commented on his 
decision, saying, “It’s a team thing. 
I hold them all to a high standard. It 
doesn’t matter who you are, all players 
are held accountable for their actions.” 
Although he found himself in an 
unfortunate circumstance, the manner 
in which it was handled is a testament 
to Council’s ability to grow as a player 
and Cooley’s fair coaching platform. 
Since the Syracuse game, Council has 
been back on the court, competing 
against Marquette this past Saturday. 
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McCarthy Sets U.S. Record in the 3,000m
by Patrick Shea ’14
Sports Staff
Track
After a short rest, the Providence 
College Men’s and Women’s Track 
and Field Teams kicked off their 
seasons with two meets in just 48 
hours. The women’s team competed 
in the University of Rhode Island’s Go 
Rhody Invitational this past Saturday 
in Kingston, R.I., and the men took 
a trip to Harvard University in 
Cambridge, Mass., on Sunday, Jan. 22, 
to compete in the Greater Boston Track 
Club Invitational Indoor Track Meet.
The ladies showcased their skills 
with a strong performance at the Go 
Rhody Invitational. Emily Sisson ’14 
won the 3,000m in a time of 9:23.41, 
closely followed by her teammate 
Sam Roecker ’13, who crossed the 
finish line in a time of 10:01.22. 
Another PC victory came courtesy 
of the distance medley relay team 
of Hannah Davidson ’12, Meg Van 
Name ’12, Devyn Pryor ’15, and 
Caile Kohlbrenner ’15. The team 
crossed the line in a time of 12:15.48. 
Hannah Davidson started her season 
off strong as an individual, finishing 
the mile in 4:54.27 and taking second 
place behind the event’s winner, who 
finished in a time of 4:54.26, just one one-
hundredth of a second ahead of Davidson. 
“It’s always difficult having a whole 
month of training by yourself,” said 
Davidson. “I was very happy with my 
race at URI. I’m fitter than I was last year 
at this time. Emily Sisson also had a great 
race. Running that kind of time on a 
track like that is a good indication she’s 
ready for a great season as well. Some 
individual goals are most importantly 
qualifying for the NCAA meet in March 
which requires the 9:10 qualifying time 
for the 3K. And hopefully get the Big 
East title I missed out on last year!” 
Davidson was a Second-Team 
All-American last winter, and it 
looks like she’s going to do very 
well for herself this season as well. 
The Friars also captured both first 
and second places in the 800m event, 
as Jackie McCarthy ’14 finished first 
in a time of 2:22.96, just ahead of 
classmate Molly McCann ’14, who 
finished in a time of 2:25.12. Caitlin 
Abelseth ’15 was a key performer as 
well, finishing second overall in the 
400m with a time of 1:01.51. She then 
helped McCarthy, Laura Isabelle ’14, 
and Kelsey Dermody ’15 take second 
in the 4x400m relay in a time of 4:15.47. 
The men’s team came out strong 
the next day at Harvard University 
with great times. Nik Andrews ’14 
took first place in the 400m in front of 
77 other athletes with a time of 50.80. 
Additionally, Phelan McCormack 
’15 had a great day in the 800m, Alex 
Wallace ’13 took third in the 3,000m, 
Nik Rebovich ’13 completed the 800m 
in a time of 1:54.69, and Shane Quinn 
Lady Friars Sneak Past Marquette in Milwaukee
lead to nine. But the Cardinals could 
not be caged, finishing the game with 
a 12-5 run to secure a hard-fought win. 
The Cardinals were red hot in the 
game, shooting 52.1 percent from the 
field, including 6-15 from three-point 
land. The Friars, on the other hand, were 
frazzled into shooting a below average 
30 percent. Alicia Cropper ’14 led the 
Friars with a game-high 14 points. 
Teya Wright ’12 hauled down seven 
rebounds, while also contributing 
three points and swiping two steals. 
The Friars rebounded well from 
the tough loss, displaying their 
tremendous resolve in a tough road 
contest against Marquette. The Golden 
Eagles stormed out of the gate, 
by Sean Bailey ’14
Sports Staff
Women’s Basketball
The Providence College Women’s 
Basketball Team took to the road this 
past week, making a Midwestern swing. 
The team emerged from the heartland 
with mixed results, going blow for 
blow with 18th-ranked Louisville before 
succumbing to the Cardinals, 64-48. 
Then, the Friars took on Marquette in 
Milwaukee and stormed out of the hostile 
Al McGuire Center with a scintillating 
52-50 victory. The win helps the Friars 
keep pace with the middle tier of the 
Big East, which boasts six ranked teams. 
The Friars battled Louisville 
on Wednesday, Jan. 18. The two 
squads came out of the gates battling 
evenly, but then the Cardinals flew 
away from the Friars momentarily, 
soaring to a 23-8 lead after a 16-2 run. 
PC responded well to the Cardinals’ 
challenge, though, running off 11 
unanswered points to narrow the 
margin to 23-19 with a meager 1:34 
left in the first half. A Louisville 
player nailed a three with under a 
minute left to give her team a steady 
seven-point lead over the feisty Friars. 
The second half started with a Friars 
bucket, slicing the lead to five, but 
Louisville then took flight for another 
explosive run, claiming a 14-point 
lead with just less than 11 minutes 
remaining. This run proved to be the 
backbreaker for the Friars, but the team 
showed its steely resolve, whittling the 
’15 began his inaugural indoor season 
with a time of 4:11 in the mile run. Due 
to the phenomenal efforts from Wallace, 
Rebovich, and Quinn, all three qualified 
for the Big East Championships.
Two All-Americans from last year 
represented the Friars at Harvard. Julian 
Matthews ’12, the Second-Team All-
American, finished the 800m in a time of 
1:50.83, and David McCarthy ’12, a First-
Team All-American, dominated the 
3,000m, crossing the finish in a time of 
7:56.76. McCarthy now holds the fastest 
record in the United States for the 3,000m.
Marquette continued its tough 
play, nailing a three to take a 48-46 
lead, with a shade over five minutes 
remaining on the clock. Rachel Barnes 
’12 and Cropper paced the next four 
Friar points off two fast-break lay ups. 
After a couple of scoreless minutes, 
the Golden Eagles managed to tie the 
game at 50 with a mere 1:20 left in 
the contest. The Friars were unable to 
respond, and Marquette had a chance to 
grab a late lead. Its shot glanced off the 
rim, but Marquette was able to secure 
possession on an offensive rebound 
with 27 seconds left. PC’s defense 
responded, swarming the Golden 
Eagles, nearly forcing a turnover as both 
teams chased the loose ball, resulting in 
a jump ball. Marquette kept possession 
off the arrow, allowing the Golden 
Eagles another golden opportunity 
to end the game in regulation. But 
the defense held for the Friars, 
forcing another missed jumper, and 
Barnes grabbed the crucial rebound. 
However, she was fouled with one 
tenth of a second remaining, heading 
to the free throw line with the game in 
her hands. Barnes calmly hit both free 
throws, pushing PC to the winner’s 
circle with a hard fought 52-50 win. 
Barnes finished with a great 
overall effort, scoring 11 points and 
grabbing six rebounds and five 
steals. Briana Edwards ’13 brought 
down a team-high seven rebounds, 
six of which came off the offensive 
glass. Wright scorched the nets 
for 18 points, and perhaps most 
importantly, PC played extremely 
well defensively, forcing 27 turnovers. 
nabbing a 10-5 first half lead, but the 
Friars answered with an impressive 
10-2 run to take a three point lead with 
a little over 10 minutes remaining in the 
half. The Friars relentlessly attacked 
the Golden Eagles, rushing to a 25-17 
lead—their largest of the game. Wright 
led the Friars with 11 points, and the 
whole team played tremendously 
on defense, forcing 15 turnovers. 
The home crowd stayed behind the 
Golden Eagles, helping spark a 22-4 run 
to give Marquette an 11-point lead. But 
PC battled back, quickly going on an 
11-0 run of its own to tie the contest at 
41. Both teams traded buckets until the 
5:35 mark, when the Friars took their 
first lead since the beginning of the half. 
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Greatest Fear: Being stuck in midterm week for the rest of my life.
Superpower of Choice: I would have the ability to shapeshift. I would be a 
pretty decent goalie if I could turn into a brick wall! 
Favorite Meal: When I’m in the mood for a feast, I make my way to Haruki 
East. They have unbelievable sushi rolls. I recommend the Red Dragon.
Which Sitcom Character Would You Be: I would without a doubt be Cosmo 
Kramer from Seinfield. I admire his good looks and sense of humor.
Sport You Are Bad At: I am truly awful at basketball. I wonder how patient 
Coach Cooley would be. 
Alexis Smith ’12 Catches up with Alex Beaudry ’12 of the Men’s Ice Hockey Team
COURTESY OF THE COWL
The PC track teams are off to a great start this season, and looking forward to their upcoming meets.






Beaudry recorded his second shutout of the season 
in the Friar’s 1-0 victory over UMass Lowell. 




Barnes hit two free throws with one-tenth of a second left 
in the game to lift the Friars past Big East competitor 




Women’s Basketball at Louisville  L, 64-48
Friday, 1/20
Men’s Ice Hockey at Boston University  L, 6-1
Women’s Ice Hockey at Boston College  L, 3-2
 
Saturday, 1/21
Men’s Basketball vs. Marquette   L, 79-72 
Women’s Basketball at Marquette  W, 52-50
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Boston University  L, 8-0
Sunday, 1/22
Women’s Ice Hockey at Maine   L, 3-2 (OT)
Tuesday, 1/24
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. UMass-Lowell  W, 1-0
Schedules
Saturday, 1/28
Women’s Basketball vs. Pittsburgh  2:00 p.m.
Swim & Dive at Holy Cross   1:00 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey vs. Connecticut  2:00 p.m.
Sunday, 1/29
Men’s Basketball at USF    2:00 p.m.
Women’s Ice Hockey at Connecticut  2:00 p.m.
Men’s Ice Hockey at Merrimack   4:00 p.m.
Tuesday, 1/31
Women’s Basketball vs. Syracuse   7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, 2/1
Men’s Basketball vs. Rutgers   7:00 p.m.  
 
                             Standings
Men’s Hockey East
        Big East                   Overall
Team  W L T  W L T
Boston University 12 4 1  15 6 1
Merrimack  9 4 3  13 5 5
Boston College 10 7 1  14 10 1
Maine  9 7 2  12 8 3
UMass Lowell 9 6 0  14 7 0
Providence  8 7 1  10 7 0
Massachusetts 5 6 4  9 8 5
New Hampshire 6 9 1  9 12 2
Northeastern 4 11 2  8 11 3
Vermont  2 13 1  5 17 1 
    
Women’s Hockey East
  
                  Big East                            Overall
Team   W L T  W L T
Notre Dame 7 0 0  20 1 0
Connecticut  6 1 0  17 2 0
Rutgers  6 1 0  17 3 0
Louisville  5 2 0  8 0 0
St. John’s   5 2 0  10 2 0
Georgetown 5 3 0  7 3 0
West Virginia 4 3 0  10 2 0
USF   3 3 0  11 9 0
DePaul  3 4 0  9 1 0
Villanova  3 4 0  5 2 0
Marquette  3 4 0  9 3 0
Providence  3 4 0  6 3 0
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